FROM SOLDIER TO WORKER

Police unions were born of resistance to discipline for brutality. Do they belong in the labor movement?
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Open your wallet
A guide to donating money to fight white supremacy and police brutality

Alexander out at Second City
In the wake of backlash on institutional racism, the longtime owner announces his departure.

The day of an ICU nurse
“I listen to his lungs. They sound like a washing machine, junky and wet.”
FOOD & DRINK

Ground chuck and quinoa save the day. © CLIOSE PR AND MARKETING

KEY INGREDIENT: PANDEMIC PANTRY

Brian Jupiter turns dry-ass chicken breast into the ultimate protein ball

Chef Jup needs fuel.

By MIKE SULA

*Key Ingredient was a multimedia cooking series produced by then-Reader staffer Julia Thi) and food writer/filmmaker Michael Gebert from 2010-2018 in which Chicago's baddest chefs challenged their colleagues to redeem unusual, underappreciated, or often abhorrent ingredients by showcasing them in beautiful plated dishes that might or might not have been edible.

At the prompting of Funkenhausen chef Mark Steuer, we're rebooting the series, pandemic-cooking-style.

The chef: Brian Jupiter, Ina Mae Tavern, Frontier

The challenger: Erick Williams, Virtue Restaurant

The ingredient: dry-ass chicken breast

“We always have some leftover chicken,” says Brian Jupiter, who's been frying plenty of it at Ina Mae Tavern throughout the pandemic. So he was unfazed when Virtue's Erick Williams challenged him with “dry-ass chicken breast.” “The first thing you're trying to do is add some sauce to it,” Jupiter says. “That's the easy way out.”

Jupiter has been hustling takeout and delivery at both Frontier and Ina Mae (the sno-ball window is open!), teaching virtual cooking classes, as well as cooking 1,000 meals a week for those in need via the Power of 10 Initiative—
and somehow finds the time once or twice a day to take Muay Thai kickboxing classes via Zoom.

“I’ve been eating a ton of protein,” he says. “Every way I can get it.” He needs more gas in the tank than mere dry-ass chicken breast can provide. That’s why he threw ground chuck at it, contributing fat and moisture, and the “ultimate protein ball” was born.

Jupiter shredded the chicken, crust and all, but added ancient grains to the mix instead of breadcrumbs. “Quinoa is a new friend of mine,” he says. He tossed onion, garlic, grated parmesan, parsley, thyme, salt, pepper, Cajun seasoning, and an egg into the mix, and deep fried the balls until crispy and—well, what the hell—doused them in barbecue sauce.

He gives the rest of us permission to panfry, but he doesn’t have time for that. On Friday he reopened the beer garden and patio at Frontier, with a limited menu of smoked and grilled meats, sides, and a full bar. Ina Mae opened its patio last Wednesday, serving up po’ boys, seafood towers, and beignets just days after opportunists popped off up and down Milwaukee Avenue in Wicker Park.

“It got a little bit crazy,” he says. “But I definitely keep moving. I need that. I don’t like to sit still. You gotta fight to keep stuff going.”

Who’s next: Lee Wolen, of Boka and Somerset, whose challenge is chicken gizzards. Wolen just opened GG’s Chicken Shop in Revival Food Hall, serving rotisserie chicken and fried chicken sandwiches.

“If I always give him shit,” says Jupiter. “You stick with all the fancy stuff. Let me cook the fried chicken.” For that, Wolen must redeem the yardbird’s muscular gastric mill, a notoriously tough nugget that it uses to grind its food.

“Gizzards are tricky,” says Jupiter. “You can screw them up really easily. I think the biggest mistake you can make is throw them in some chicken dredge and fry them up.”

Kinda sticks in your craw, doesn’t it, Wolen?

Chef Jup’s Protein-Packed Meatballs

1 pound ground beef ground chuck
1/2 pound dry-ass chicken breast, fried, left overnight, and shredded with batter
1 cup quinoa, cooked
1 teaspoon minced garlic
1/4 cup chopped parsley
1 teaspoon chopped thyme
1/4 cup grated parmesan
1/4 cup onion
1 egg
Cajun seasoning to taste
Salt and pepper to taste

Combine all ingredients in a bowl, and mix gently. Form into meatballs. In an oiled skillet, panfry over medium-high heat until evenly browned and crispy. Serve with barbecue sauce.
Justice For George Floyd
If you want to understand another way in which George Floyd’s murder has upended our world, consider that the loudest, boldest voice in Chicago sports once belonged to Mike Ditka, former coach of the Bears.

At least when it came to speaking his mind about politics.

A lot of younger readers may not know much about Ditka, who has stepped back from the limelight in recent years. He was, among other things, a great football player, a mediocre coach, and a raging right-wing windbag. Ditka turned his everyman image into a brand, making millions pitching everything from Campbell’s Chunky Soup to Levitra, an erectile dysfunction drug.

Over the years, I watched in amazement—not knowing whether to laugh or cry—as Ditka maintained his commercial endorsements, radio show, and TV talking head gigs, all while freely mouthing whatever boneheaded notion popped into his brain. Like . . .

“There has been no oppression in the last 100 years that I know of.”
And . . .
“If you don’t like the way that our democracy was set up, haul your ass out of the country.”
And . . .
“Obama is the worst president we’ve ever had.”

In 2016, he endorsed Trump—naturally.

For my money, Ditka’s daffiest comment came in 1992, when he declared that electing Bill Clinton would be “the biggest step backward this country would take in 200 years of existence.”


Now, imagine if you were a Black player on
the Bears when Ditka made that comment. You may not have liked it. But, most likely, you kept your mouth shut. ’Cause back then if a Black football player were to challenge Mike Ditka, he’d probably be labelled a troublemaker and ushered out of the game.

Like Craig Hodges was ushered out of basketball for daring to raise the concerns of Black America to the first President Bush—another story for another time.

In short, the NFL faces a challenge. At least 70 percent of its players are Black. But many football fans are of the MAGA-hat persuasion.

So how do you employ the best Black players without losing the most bigoted of white fans? To help in this effort, ESPN brought in Hank Williams Jr. to sing the opening song for Monday Night Football.

Williams may even be to the right of Ditka. His most infamous moment came during a 2011 appearance on Fox News when he likened President Obama to Hitler.

You know, there’s just something about Obama that brings out the worst in MAGA haters—wonder what that could be.

Anyway, Williams and Fox host Gretchen Carlson had the following exchange . . .

Carlson: You used the name of one of the most hated people in all the world to describe, I think, the president.

Williams: That’s true. But I’m telling you like it is.

Concerned about the fallout, ESPN removed Williams and his song from Monday Night Football. Defiantly unapologetic, Williams responded by writing “Keep the Change,” in which he sang: “This country’s sure as hell been goin’ down the drain.”

’Cause what kind of country is it when you can’t compare a moderate Democrat to a mass murderer?

Wait, the Williams / ESPN saga is not over.

In 2017, as Trump fired up his MAGA nation against Colin Kaepernick, ESPN returned Williams and his song to the opening of Monday Night Football.

So, follow me on this . . .

Kaepernick gets banished from football—couldn’t even get a tryout—for peacefully protesting against police brutality.

Meanwhile, it’s Welcome Back, Kotter to Hank “Obama is Hitler” Williams—no apologies required.

In my opinion, that was ESPN’s way of assuring MAGA—as Trump refers to his followers—that they have nothing to fear as those knee-taking Black troublemakers have been removed and Hank Williams Jr. has been returned.

Well, I’m happy to report that “the troublemakers” are back!

In the last few days, some of the game’s biggest Black stars—including quarterback Patrick Mahomes—made a video in which they declared they “will not be silenced.” They demanded that the NFL condemn “racism and the systemic oppression of Black people” and admit that it “was wrong in silencing our players from peacefully protesting.”

Almost immediately, NFL commissioner Roger Goodell responded with a video in which he said “we were wrong for not listening to NFL players earlier, and encourage all to speak out and peacefully protest.”

Other white players and coaches are making a similar pledge.

After saying that “it was offensive to kneel during the national anthem,” New Orleans quarterback Drew Brees profusely apologized.

After saying the NFL’s a “meritocracy—you earn what you get” and “I don’t see racism at all in the NFL,” Denver coach Vic Fangio also apologized and joined a Black Lives Matter march.

So far, no reports of Ditka joining a march. And we’ll have to see if ESPN continues to have Williams open its show.

Having mentioned Mahomes—the greatest young quarterback in the game—I must point out that the Bears, who desperately need a quarterback, could have taken him in the 2017 draft. Instead, they decided it was a good idea to draft Mitch Trubisky, an exceedingly mediocre QB.

The Bears also passed on Deshaun Watson, another Black quarterback who, like Mahomes, is now one of the bright stars in the game.

The Bears general manager who took Trubisky over Mahomes and Watson is Ryan Pace. He still has his job—in case there’s anyone out there who really believes the NFL is a meritocracy.

That’s the same Ryan Pace who signed exceedingly bad white quarterback Mike Glennon over Kaepernick as a free agent in 2017, as I’ve discussed before.

You know, I’m starting to think Pace and the Bears would sign me before selecting a Black man to play quarterback.

Hope I’m not offending anyone—just telling you like it is. 🎥

@bennyjshow
COVID-19 has already provided the rationale for some previously unimaginable social changes, but here’s a new one: union busting.

On May 28, the administration at Saint Xavier University announced that it will no longer recognize its longtime faculty union. In a letter to faculty and staff, president Laurie M. Joyner and board chair Patricia A. Morris put it this way:

“As we emerge from the initial disruption of COVID-19 on our campus community, we must prepare for the economic and structural impact of the pandemic on higher education as well as longtime trends for universities. . . . To this end, the Board of Trustees has unanimously decided that Saint Xavier University will no longer recognize the Faculty Affairs Committee as a collective bargaining unit effective immediately.”

Presto: done. A simple, unilateral declaration—like a wand wave by the fairy godmother of making unions vanish—and the Faculty Affairs Committee (FAC), certified by the National Labor Relations Board in 1979, is gone.

In a statement released by the 140-member union, FAC chair Angelo Bonadonna says the faculty are facing “disenfranchisement” and “the complete degradation of our mission and values.”

How is that possible? The explanation has more to do with the separation of church and state than with COVID.

Saint Xavier is Chicago’s oldest college. Its roots go back to 1846, when the Sisters of Mercy established a “Female Academy” at what is now Michigan and Madison Street. By the mid-1950s, SXU was in its current location at 103rd Street and Central Park; it went coed in 1969, and—after recovering from financial difficulties a few years ago—serves about 3,000 undergrads and more than 600 graduate students.

The last faculty contract expired a year ago;
negotiations have been in process for two years. According to the administration, they “have proven ineffective and unproductive, depleting critical faculty and institutional resources.” They’re not the first employer to find that dealing with unions can be a drag. But, like other institutions with religious affiliations, SXU has some special options. They were clarified by a recent court decision in a lawsuit involving another Catholic school, Duquesne University in Pittsburgh.

Duquesne has been notorious since a veteran adjunct professor there, reportedly too broke to fix the furnace in her house, collapsed on the street and died after being let go from a job that never paid her more than $25,000 annually and included neither retirement nor health-care benefits. She became an instant poster person for the widespread abuse of adjuncts by colleges and universities of all kinds, religious or not.

That was 2013, but the legal battle that Duquesne was waging at the time to keep its miserably paid adjuncts from unionizing is still making its way through the federal courts. In January, an appeals court ruled that the National Labor Relations Act (and the right to form unions) does not apply to any faculty at nonprofit schools operated by religious groups. An exception the National Labor Relations Board had tried to make for colleges that have a religious affiliation but are, in practice, relatively secular (and for nontheological faculty), was negated.

There could be further litigation on the Duquesne decision, but in the meantime, the status of faculty unions at schools with religious affiliations is this: they exist at the mercy of the school’s administration. And, for full-time tenure-track faculty at private colleges like SXU, this appears to be doubly true: they’ve been excluded from unionization rights under the National Labor Relations Act since 1980, when the U.S. Supreme Court decided they are management.

Theology professor and FAC vice chair Michael O’Keeffe says the union has filed a complaint with the National Labor Relations Board and is expecting clarification on its status soon. He says the major sticking point in negotiations has been a union demand for binding arbitration, which they haven’t had and the university doesn’t want. Although SXU faculty salaries are relatively low, O’Keeffe insists that

money is not the issue. “It’s really about the role of the union,” he says. “It’s about accountability and power.”

The administration says it will “continue to honor the principles of academic freedom and shared governance” by working with the faculty senate, as if that would be an equivalent arrangement.

And, although money may not be the union’s issue, the university is offering financial consolation: lump-sum checks have been issued to faculty to make up in part for lagging salaries, and there’s a promise of salary increases for the 2020–2021 academic year if the COVID-related drop in fall term revenue isn’t too great.

So are the professors rising up in unison to object? Not exactly: senate president Karen Wood responded to an interview request with this e-mailed comment: “The unanimous decision of the Board of Trustees, who have ultimate responsibility for all acts of the University, provides for no longer recognizing the faculty affairs committee. As Faculty Senate President, my job is to support the continued functioning of our University for the benefit of students, faculty and staff. I intend to do my best to ensure that all faculty have voice and input into the future direction of this University by engaging in any and all activity to further both the University mission and faculty concerns.”

The union is asking the NLRB for “immediate injunctive relief.”

---
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LAW ENFORCEMENT AND LABOR

FROM SOLDIER TO WORKER

Police unions were born of resistance to discipline for brutality. Do they belong in the labor movement?

By Maya Dukmasova

On September 14, 2004, a scene unfolded in the West Loop that would have been unthinkable a few decades before. The city unveiled a 3,200-pound bronze sculpture commemorating the Haymarket Affair of 1886. A seminal moment in international labor history, the Haymarket Affair started as a labor strike for an eight-hour workday and ended in a violent confrontation between demonstrators and police. Someone threw a bomb, four workers and seven cops were killed, dozens of people were injured, and more than 100 arrested. Ultimately seven people accused of inciting the riot were sentenced to death based on scant evidence in a trial criticized for its prejudice against the defendants. For the next century, the city of Chicago commemorated the events at Haymarket Square with a massive statue of a police officer, which was periodically vandalized or destroyed. After two consecutive bombings by the Weathermen between 1968 and 1970, the statue was moved to Chicago Police Department headquarters, where it stands to this day.

Thirty years later, on that day in 2004, the massive sculpture depicting workers atop a wagon was dedicated by Chicago Federation of Labor president Dennis Gannon and Fraternal Order of Police Lodge 7 president Mark Donahue. “Haymarket represents the beginning of labor rights in this country. It’s really about our most important right, which is freedom of speech, freedom to protest. If you don’t have that, you’re going to be oppressed,” Gannon told the New York Times. Donahue, meanwhile, reflected that police officers had “come a long way” since their violent repression of labor activists. “We recognize that the people who fought for labor rights in the past gave us the protections we have today,” the president of the police union told the Times.

As the nation roils with protests over police violence, scrutiny has turned toward police unions like the FOP, whose collective bargaining agreements with municipalities help shield officers from consequences for misconduct. Conversations have started about how cities and states might go about limiting the power of police unions. Labor councils and federations are weighing the expulsion of police unions from their ranks. But how did cops come to have such powerful unions in the first place? Over the course of the 20th century, police officers in Chicago went from violent antagonists of workers to legitimate members of the labor movement. As it turns out, the transformation of officers’ public image and self-understanding from a paramilitary pursuit requiring full allegiance of its officers to the governments they served. Cops were soldiers, not workers.

In 1919, the AFL-chartered Boston police union went on a five-day strike demanding recognition from the city, which led to chaos and rioting in the streets and the deployment of the State Guard in response. As Woodrow Wilson put it, the police strike was “a crime against civilization” and the AFL suspended its attempts to unionize cops for decades in its aftermath. Meanwhile, police remained the principal response of governments and businesses to labor unrest. In 1937, during what became known as the Memorial Day Massacre in Chicago, cops shot live rounds into striking steel workers and their families, killing ten and injuring dozens more.

The next wave of police unionization attempts would come during World War II, as cops’ salaries deteriorated compared to those of other workers. These attempts were again thwarted by the local, state, and federal government, this time bolstered by a series of court decisions that affirmed the view that cops were akin to the military and were thus different from other public employees. Police unions were banned around the country, but the informal organizations formed by the rank and file often received some department funding for recreational and charitable activi-
ties and negotiated for pay raises and working condition changes with police chiefs and city governments. In Chicago these “handshake” deals were usually secured by the Chicago Patrolmen’s Association. Throughout the mayoral tenure of Richard J. Daley, these kinds of labor agreements with city workers of all types were the norm. The mayor would periodically grant extra compensation for overtime work, salary raises, and a shorter workweek to cops, and the conservative city police force wasn’t keen on having a union—until the city launched a major crackdown on police misconduct in the early 1960s.

The “Summerdale Scandal” of 1960 exposed a police burglary ring in Chicago and brought Orlando W. Wilson as the new CPD superintendent. In the years that followed, the city increased police funding (which went up by 20 percent in just one year), overhauled the technological capacity of the department (including moving foot patrolmen into cars), and got more serious about punishing police misbehavior. Resentment festered between supervisors and the rank and file because Wilson also instituted the first internal affairs division to investigate and discipline officers and cut funding to police organizations.

Throughout the 1960s new police organizations started to vie for cops’ dues with promises of better representation of their interests. This included the Afro-American Patrolmen’s League (AAPL), which would fight for fairer minority hiring and promotion practices within CPD for 20 years under the slogan “Black Power through the law.” The FOP set up its lodge in Chicago in 1963, quickly signed up hundreds of members, and started demanding a 20 percent raise for cops. Nationwide, police organizations began to win formal recognition as collective bargaining agents for officers, beginning with New York City’s Police Benevolent Association in 1964, which agreed to give up its right to strike and not to affiliate with any other labor union.

The late 1960s saw a culmination of the civil rights movement, along with landmark Supreme Court rulings granting protections to people accused of crimes, such as Miranda rights and a right to legal counsel. At the same time the nation witnessed shocking images of police repression at civil rights demonstrations and anti-Vietnam War protests. In Chicago, a “police riot” marred the Democratic National Convention four months after Mayor Daley authorized police to “shoot to kill” during riots in response to the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. The next year, law enforcement officers killed Illinois Black Panther Party chairman Fred Hampton as he slept in his home. Day-to-day incidents of police brutality and violence against citizens were also beginning to receive more attention.

As historian Megan Marie Adams documented in her 2012 dissertation on Chicago police unionization, between 1969 and 1970 CPD officers killed 79 people, and thousands reported being beaten and injured by cops. Three-quarters of those killed by police were Black, and Chicago cops killed people at a rate three times higher than those in other major cities. But, even though internal affairs investigations sustained less than 3 percent of brutality charges, discipline for minor violations tended to be swift and severe. Renault Robinson, the head of the AAPL, put it this way in a 1971 speech: “You will get more time for being late than killing somebody accidentally.”

Cops around the country and in Chicago began demanding a “Police Bill of Rights” throughout the 1970s. This bill of rights sought to enshrine protections for cops facing internal discipline that mirrored those offered to criminal defendants by the U.S. Constitution. As Adams puts it, cops began to conceive of themselves as a persecuted minority and co-opted the language of the civil rights and Black Power movements to demand new rights and protections from public scrutiny. The FOP, which had endorsed segregationist George Wallace for president and fundraised for cops running for Congress, demoted any officers who showed their support for Wallace for president and fundraised for cops running for Congress, demoted any officers who showed their support for Wallace. The FOP won the representation election on the strength of its reputation for successfully winning union contracts in other cities, all while maintaining that they weren’t a union.

As the country moved into the Reagan years and organized labor entered a prolonged period of decline, the FOP secured the first contract for rank-and-file cops, which included a Police Bill of Rights. The cops gave up their right to strike in return for new protections from dismissal and discipline. “The FOP’s contract also forged a partnership between the union and the police department as the department aided FOP efforts to dismantle affirmative action policies in court,” Adams writes. This would eventually result in the marginalization and disappearance of the AAPL and other police organizations.

Over the years, the FOP has negotiated increasingly complex contracts and won steady salary increases for its members as well as sweeping protections against misconduct allegations, all while staunchly supporting even the most disgraced members of the force. In her research, Adams found that in 1992 the FOP won cops pay for “off-duty police dog care” while the next year it dedicated its Saint Patrick’s Day parade float to Jon Burge, who led a ring of detectives in torturing suspects for decades. The union has done precious little to help the department root out corrupt cops or protect whistleblowers who went out on a limb to expose them. Until the Laquan McDonald scandal, the union capitalized on a trusting and complacent local media to spin official narratives about police killings and has fought tooth and nail to keep officers’ misconduct records hidden.

Even as its public stature has declined, and its leadership has become increasingly militant in resisting what they see as a culture war against police, the FOP has continued to deliver bulletproof contracts to its 8,200 members. The current contract prohibits investigation of anonymous complaints against officers, and requires complainants to submit affidavits; it allows officers to change their statements after reviewing video or audio against them; it bans rewards for whistleblower cops; and it indemnifies officers against any liability for acts committed on the job. Though this contract technically expired in 2017, it remains in effect as the FOP and the city negotiate a new one.

Over the years, the union has also made it a practice to stonewall during negotiations, and demand arbitration for their contracts. Three of the last four FOP contracts were drawn up by an arbitrator rather than decided through give-and-take bargaining. As we’ve reported before, arbitration is an inherently conservative process, which privileges existing provisions in a contract and makes it nearly impossible to implement significant changes. Last December then-FOP president Kevin Graham demanded arbitration once again, seeking an 18 percent salary increase for cops over three years and resisting changes to policing practices that are supposed to be implemented through the city’s consent decree with the Illinois Attorney General. The new Lodge 7 president, John Catanzara (who’s been stripped of his union pension) sued CPD for violating his union pension rights one last time.

The current contract prohibits investigation of anonymous complaints against officers, and requires complainants to submit affidavits; it allows officers to change their statements after reviewing video or audio against them; it bans rewards for whistleblower cops; and it indemnifies officers against any liability for acts committed on the job. Though this contract technically expired in 2017, it remains in effect as the FOP and the city negotiate a new one.

Given this state of affairs, what, if anything, could be done to limit the power of the FOP? In a blog published on OnLabor last week, Harvard labor law expert and former SEIU assistant general counsel Benjamin Sachs wrote that there’s precedent for limiting the collective bargaining powers of particular unions without threatening the labor movement as a whole.

“When unions bargained contracts that excluded Black workers from employment or that relegated Black workers to inferior jobs, the law stepped in and stripped unions of the
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right to use collective bargaining in these ways,” he wrote. Sachs argued that “police unions have abused the power of collective bargaining in indefensible ways” and suggested curtailing their power by opening bargaining sessions to the public, changing state laws to allow police forces to have multiple unions or “minority union bargaining,” and limiting “the range of subjects over which police unions have the right to bargain.”

While private-sector union bargaining rules are governed by federal laws, public-sector unions are under state jurisdiction. This is what has allowed some states, like Wisconsin and Texas, to prohibit, eliminate, or severely limit public employee unions. In Wisconsin cops and firefighters were the only ones excluded from the 2011 legislative changes that made it a right-to-work state for public-sector workers. There’s no reason why new state laws couldn’t apply to police alone. But such legislation would require sweeping action from politicians who, by and large, still fear not coming across as tough enough on crime more than they fear the optics of supporting police officers that brutalize Black communities.

“The cops are bargaining with politicians and other leaders who have bought into the carceral state, this awful law-and-order narrative that demonizes communities of color,” said former AFL-CIO associate general counsel Ana Avendaño. “They have an incredibly weak opponent, dealing with politicians who have no backbone, and so they’re able to bargain these incredibly unjust contracts.”

“We’re in a moment when the abuse of collective bargaining power by the police has been exposed for the world to see,” Avendaño said, adding that state laws can limit the scope of union contracts—for example, allowing cops to bargain over wages and benefits but not over disciplinary procedures. Similarly, state laws can also change when it comes to arbitration. “States allow public employees the right to bargain and that’s a good thing. It gives them safety and security, it makes a more stable workforce and protects the public,” she said. “I think what’s different about the police is they have been able to wield the power of white supremacy to bargain contracts for themselves that are just unlike any other public employee contract.”

A way to limit police union power and change the political calculus around supporting the police, Avendaño added, is to expel cops’ unions from local labor councils like the Chicago Federation of Labor or national ones like the AFL-CIO. Fraternal Orders of Police and Police Benevolent Associations rarely belong to federations anyway (Lodge 7 isn’t part of the CFL), but there are smaller police unions that do. When a union isn’t part of an umbrella group, other unions can set up competing groups within the workforce that union represents. Though the FOP is the exclusive bargaining agent authorized by the city of Chicago, public-sector employees in Illinois are allowed to vote to decertify a union if they can gather the support of 30 percent of their shop. Of course, since the FOP has won such strong contracts for its members, it seems unlikely that that would ever happen.

Avendaño said that so far she’s been disappointed by organized labor’s response to the current political moment and hopes to see bolder statements calling out police unions from national labor groups like the AFL-CIO. “The labor movement can’t be the armadillo protecting its soft underbelly with a hard shell hoping this issue will go away,” she said. “Nor can we just sign on to a right-wing agenda to do away with collective bargaining rights for public employees. For us to be able to manage this dilemma, the labor movement is going to have to stand up, recognize that there are problems with police unions, and form strong alliances with activist groups who are changing the system.”

In Chicago, much of the organized labor community has been treading lightly on the issue of whether the FOP belongs in the labor movement and whether the power of cops’ unions should be limited. This is despite the fact that the FOP has long stayed at the margins of the labor community here.

Local labor leaders who spoke to the Reader were generally evasive when it came to talking about the FOP. Some in the labor movement have been wary to speak out against police unions for fear of feeding into broader anti-union sentiment that threatens public-sector collective bargaining rights as a whole. There’s also the issue of culture inside labor unions, whose members (especially those in the Chicago public sector and those in the trades) often have family and neighborhood ties to cops.

“I’ve never seen the police stand in solidarity with striking workers, but I have seen them stand in solidarity with white supremacists to protest [Cook County state’s attorney] Kim Foxx,” said Jerry Morrison, assistant to the president of SEIU Local 1, who emphasized he was only sharing his opinion as a member of the local and not as the voice of leadership. The union represents 35,000 public-sector workers in Chicagoland, mostly janitors, security guards, and doormen. “The FOP has always been seen as a far-right, reactionary organization,” Morrison said. “I can’t think of any union in Chicago that would defend a member who committed murder on the job. Not only did the FOP defend [Jason] Van Dyke, they gave him a job. They used union dues to give him a job. They don’t behave like a union.”

“I think police can have their union but we need to attack the power of the police union. And that means not having other labor movements stand in solidarity with police,” said Scott Mechanic, a member of National Nurses United and a nurse in the COVID-19 intensive care unit at the University of Chicago hospital. He said he’s been disappointed in his union’s “heartfelt but bland statement condemning racism and calling George Floyd’s death a murder,” adding that what he views as his union’s hesitancy to speak out against the police “is a reflection of endemic racism amongst our rank-and-file nurses, many of whom are married to cops. . . . There’s so much work to do toward police abolition in health care—reclaiming health-care work from police, which includes responding to mental health emergencies, criminalization of homelessness, and limiting harm from drug use. I don’t think any of those things should be functions of police in our society and that’s a huge part of what they do and [NNU] has not taken a stance on that.”

“In my view, every working person has a fundamental right to a voice on the job. But along with that right comes a responsibility to use that voice to promote justice for all,” Chicago Federation of Labor president Bob Reiter wrote in an e-mailed statement. The CFL is an umbrella organization comprising 300 unions in Chicago and Cook County. Last week it issued a statement “resolving to commit itself to fighting for social, economic, and racial justice in all aspects of its work,” but Reiter hesitated to make any specific remarks about the FOP. “When it comes to Lodge 7 we’ve had very little interaction with them,” he said on the phone. FOP leadership hasn’t shown public support for a CFL action since the 2012 teacher strike, Reiter said.

“The FOP has a very complicated relationship with the rest of us,” said Carlos Ginard, assistant manager of Workers United in the midwest, a union that represents some 4,000 low-wage workers, mostly at industrial laundries. “But every worker in America deserves a union, including police officers.” Ginard said that his union’s membership has been active in protests and that they support the call to defund the police, but that he doesn’t see that as an attack on police labor rights.

“I’ll never advocate for cutting pay to union members, but I think we need to reform how we police our streets completely,” he said. “We’ve been giving cops too much money and that’s created a criminal justice system that’s completely against the poor. Look at the equipment that police officers have, you could be buying so many things for children in this city with that same money.”

In Chicago’s labor community, the most forceful stance against the current state of policing has come from the Chicago Teachers Union. Last week the union joined protesters’ calls to defund CPD and take police officers out of schools. It seems the union has evolved in its position since fumbling to distance itself from abolitionist organizer Page May’s “fuck the police” cries at CTU’s 2016 one-day strike. Yet Stacy Davis Gates, vice president of the Chicago Teachers Union, said condemning the FOP isn’t really the point. “While we can go off about the FOP and its behavior I think the greater focus has to be on how labor has to take a sharper stance on eradicating white supremacy,” Gates said. That starts by putting women and people of color—who comprise the overwhelming majority of many labor unions’ members—in leadership positions, she said.

“If you have people most impacted by white supremacy in control of decisions, you’ll get a labor movement that expresses racial justice.”

Gates veered away from discussing the CTU’s positions in 2016, when she wasn’t yet in leadership, but said that “Black youth and organizers have led us to a space of reckoning where we get to decide to fund the communities where they reside and the schools where they attend and to make sure they’re safe and not brutalized.”

The Reader reached out to leadership of the Teamsters (who represent guards at the Cook County Jail, among others) and the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees (who represent Illinois prison guards, among others) but didn’t receive a response.

FOP Lodge 7 president John Catanzara also didn’t return a request for comment. 

@mdoukmas
I took a photo of an officer shooting pepper spray into the face of a man holding his bicycle. He must have seen the flash from my camera because he turned around and sprayed my face too. He was two feet away. I was blinded. My throat and eyes were on fire. I share this experience as a testimony to the injustice I observed against others, the Black Chicagoans who have no choice but to protest in the streets during a pandemic. By the time I came home to the comforts of my white privileged life, I was undone. I had no idea where to direct my rage. I do not have internalized pain from hundreds of years of oppression, abuse, and institutionalized racism raging inside my soul, yet the intensity of my fury was explosive. Law enforcement had incited violence.

Read more at chicagoreader.com
THE NEW NORMAL

What the aftermath of coronavirus will bring for Chicago’s small businesses

BY RACHEL HAWLEY

It began as a trickle. In April, Crown Liquors, a bar and liquor store in Logan Square that has operated since 1893, announced that it would not reopen after the Illinois stay-at-home order was lifted. In late May, the owner of California Clipper announced that the Humboldt Park bar would be shut down for good due to a stalemate over rent with the property’s landlord.

The trickle of local business closures is likely to soon become a flood.
FEMA estimates that

40 PERCENT
OF SMALL BUSINESSES NEVER REOPEN AFTER A DISASTER,

and even more shut down in the following year. Sam Toia, president of the Illinois Restaurant Association, told WTTW in May that he expected 20 percent of restaurants in Chicago to close permanently as a result of the pandemic.

Facing dire straits, many mainstay Chicago establishments have found themselves at a crossroads. Restaurants like Bang Bang Pie & Biscuits have shifted toward producing meal kits for their signature recipes, instead of doing take-out.
For bars, music venues, and bookstores, the crisis presents a devastating blow, as live events are impossible for the time being. Many of these establishments have pivoted to virtual events during the stay-at-home order. The Hideout, a much-beloved small music bar on the north side, has maintained a full schedule of livestream shows throughout the lockdown period.

We’re not going to even be able to think about being what we used to be until then. Everyone now wants to talk about reopening, and we’re saying, we still need to talk about what sort of relief is available for businesses. In our case, we were the first to close, and we’ll be the last to reopen.

Our dramatic pivot to online orders only was bumpy at first, but we’ve gotten it down to a science by now. Of course, as soon as we perfect that science a new variable is thrown into the mix... We’re happy to offer [curbside pickup], but we needed to take time to make the process as safe as possible for our staff as well as our larger community.

But fundraisers and livestream events alone can’t make up for the tremendous dent in revenue created by the crisis. The question is, after the pandemic fades and the city gradually reopens, in what ways will Chicago have been permanently changed?

TIM TUTEN, CO-OWNER OF THE HIDEOUT

SARAH HOLLENBECK, CO-OWNER OF WOMEN & CHILDREN FIRST
The inevitable closures of small businesses will leave a void in the city’s social and cultural heart. Given the economic devastation, the only entities with the means to open new businesses in their place will likely be large corporations. This could mean a Chicago with fewer local coffee shops and more Starbucks; fewer independent movie theaters and more AMC’s; fewer local bookstores and more Barnes & Nobles.

Now you’re seeing places like Amazon being worth more than however many millions of small businesses combined . . . I think coronavirus will accelerate that trend so that those with the most lobbying power and cash in their reserves will end up on top, and being a small business or a small anything will get harder and harder.

P.E. MOSKOWITZ, JOURNALIST

So far, governmental efforts to support small businesses have fallen short. Federal loans like the Payroll Protection Program, intended for small businesses, were taken advantage of by large companies in the early rounds of funding.

So how can we, as Chicagoans, prevent our city from being genericized by unaccountable corporations? We have to be willing to shop local, even if it means paying more than we might on Amazon. The aftermath of coronavirus will be a matter of years, not weeks or months, and these businesses will need long-term commitment from the community in order to survive.
Resting uneasy

Your wildest dreams and odd sleep patterns during the pandemic, explained

By Derrick Clifton

It’s 2 AM. Social media lights up with posts that send a feeble flare.

“Is anyone else up and having trouble sleeping?” one friend on Facebook writes. Another quips, “I’ve been able to do nothing but nap off and on during the day, and I can’t seem to get anything done once the afternoon strikes.” Since the coronavirus pandemic and stay-at-home orders began, countless people on Twitter have been habitually waking up earlier than the birds, canvassing their followers to see if anyone is experiencing similar sleep patterns.

More often than not, I’ve been up late—or early—enough to be able to respond in real time. After one particularly rough night in which I woke up sweating profusely, I got up enough gumption to post and ask my own friends if they, too, were struggling with getting good rest. And there was an added layer to my nightly disturbances in the form of unusually vivid dreams that woke me up and made it more difficult to return to sleep.

There was something of a pattern at play: the feeling of being punished for trying to go about life as usual, and a nostalgia for familiar people and places. In one instance, I dreamt that I was naked and unprepared for an event where I was scheduled to speak; right as I was in the middle of writing my speech, the appearance quickly changed to taking place at home, from my computer, within minutes. I was left scrambling, running to the restroom feeling harried. And then I woke up, short of breath at 4 AM, having to relieve myself and make sense of why I felt so tense.

After that night, I learned I was not alone. One of my friends on the west coast said they’d dreamt that the nation had descended into martial law and a time of extreme measures for survival. Another friend slumbered into a nightmare about getting yelled at in a drive-thru testing site for COVID-19. Others had stress dreams about work, traumatic events from their past, or accidentally infecting other people with COVID-19 by not properly socially distancing, and one friend’s nightmare mirrored the news of some cruise ships being docked indefinitely due to outbreaks, as she ended up as a passenger on an infected private yacht.

Most of them said they hadn’t had dreams this vivid before COVID-19, and we all didn’t quite know how to process what was happening. But somewhere, subconsciously, our brains were making sense of the stark shift in routine and lifestyle, if not a wave of grief over constant news about the suffering and loss of life brought on by the pandemic, or the feeling of collective stress.

If this sounds like something you or your friends have also experienced, experts say you aren’t alone, and that there are various methods of processing and coping with the unusually vivid dreams and sleep disturbances.

Dr. Jennifer Mundt, a sleep psychologist at the Northwestern Medicine Sleep Disorders Group, said a number of behavioral, psychological, and environmental factors are at play with the disruption in sleep patterns that’s emerged since the onset of COVID-19. Although some people may be sleeping better with the extra time, she said others may have their schedules thrown off due to sudden unemployment or increased use of alcohol at home, along with any emergence of anxiety or depression, lack of sunlight from extended time indoors, and most of all, elevated stress.

“Insomnia and nightmares are really common reactions to stress and trauma, so it’s a very normal reaction, and people are having trouble sleeping. It is normal. For most people, it will just fade naturally over time,” Mundt said. “I think that’s important, because it’s not something to focus a lot on and worry about, it’ll pass as life goes back to normal. Sleep will go back to normal for most people.”

But the experience of nightmares, newly vivid dreams, or altered sleep patterns with COVID-19 isn’t universal. Some people may like the new vividness of dreams, said Dr. James Wyatt, who specializes in clinical sleep disorders and behavioral sleep medicine at Rush University Medical Center.

“The experience of people dealing with this is highly varied and mixed. Many people are spending more time at home, and there may be more positive and negative elements associated with it. If you’re working from home, there may be a positive element to not having a longer commute, more time with the kids, or more cooking,” Wyatt said, noting that an individual’s level of resilience is also a factor. “It’s challenging individuals to see how much they can process the change and how much good can they pull out of it.”

Drawing from recent telehealth visits with patients experiencing sleep disruptions and insomnia, Wyatt said some people are having trouble sleeping out of fear of exposure, anxiety or stress associated with job loss, or because they don’t have the same daily routine to get up and go do. On the other hand, some people have had less pressure put on their sleep because they have more flexibility than before.

Still, some therapists say that the hyper-consumption of news about the virus could be adding to daily stress and contributing to trouble sleeping, in addition to the very real experiences of scarcity at the height of the pandemic, and the economic fallout. The problem comes when vivid dreams turn into persistent nightmares, or when sleep disruptions become more of a long-standing challenge versus an occasional occurrence. That’s when treatment with a doctor or therapist could become necessary.

“There’s nothing really problematic with vivid dreams, but there’s a problem when you’re disturbed by it. It’s the content that disturbs people,” said Monica Guzman, a licensed clinical professional counselor at a community-based health center. “Sometimes, when you talk [or write] about it, you can work through the path the brain was trying to work through so there can be resolution ... or leave your bed and do something like reading, and if you get sleepy, go back.”

Guzman advises focusing on rest rather than getting back to sleep, because stress about sleeping may spur anxiety that ends up keeping you awake. Others note that it’s important to take a holistic approach to determining what’s impacting your ability to sleep well, especially during the pandemic.

“Are you sleeping enough? What are you eating? Are you exercising? Taking care of your physical health, too, can impact your dreams. If you’re thinking it’s COVID related, are you reading the news before bed? Are you watching a lot of TV before bed? I really encourage sleep hygiene as a practice and noticing and recognizing any patterns that may be affecting sleep which, in turn, may be affecting your dreams at night,” said Caroline Heller, a licensed clinical professional counselor and board-certified art therapist.

“I also take a harm reduction approach,” Heller added, encouraging people to consider what they might do or reduce to have a better night’s rest.
ARTS & CULTURE

Stanzas in place
The Chicago Poetry Center gives CPS students virtual literary lessons.

By Marissa De La Cerda

Just one week after Chicago Public Schools (CPS) went remote, the Chicago Poetry Center (CPC), a not-for-profit 501c3 arts organization designed to facilitate creative literacy and self-expression through poetry, was able to follow suit and pivot their CPS school-based poetry residencies “Hands On Stanzas” to virtual programs.

Currently, CPC has virtual residencies in 26 classrooms across nine schools in the city. The residencies, which usually consist of a Chicago poet in residence meeting with their assigned classrooms weekly to read, write, and perform poetry, now exist via videos for students with computer and Internet access, or via workbook packets for those in need of non-digital support.

“We try to make sure that we’re delivering workbooks and instructions that can turn into paper packets if students are coming to the school for meal and enrichment packet pickup so that way we can support students without Internet access,” says Elizabeth Metzger Sampson, executive director of CPC. The workbooks consist of two to three pages of step-by-step instruction on the poetry lessons the poets in residence have chosen for the week.

“Each poet has done this a little bit differently,” says Metzger Sampson. “For instance, one of our poets, Joy Young, she actually throws the workbook on her screen, screen shares, and really does sort of an ‘I do, you do, we do’ sort of lesson with the students in the screen share.”

Similarly, Leslie Reese, who works with second graders at Swift Elementary School, says she uses the bond she created with her students in person as an encouragement to experiment with her remote teaching method.

“I set up a colorful corner in my apartment with a display of illustrated poetry anthologies and my flipboard with markers and that’s where I recorded my videos. I reshaped some lessons from my syllabus so that there was room for students to channel their feelings imaginatively,” she says. “For instance, in the ‘persona poems’ lesson, I asked students, ‘Do you think that school misses us?’ and then guided them to write poems in the voice(s) of things at school (art paintbrushes, classrooms, etc.) that miss the sights and sounds of being used and inhabited by students and teachers.”

Pre-COVID-19, the poets in residence would collect students’ work and publish different poems on CPC’s website every week. Now, the publishing is limited to who is writing and sending in work. The work is published on CPC’s “Shelter in Poetry” blog—currently, the blog has 12 posts with a brief description of the lesson students were taught and the poems they wrote as a result.

“In ‘A Little Girl’s Poem’ by Gwendolyn Brooks, the voice of the child shares a vision of what is good and what is not right in the world. She ends by saying, ‘Life is for us, and is shining. / We have a right to sing,’” says Reese. “Reading that poem inspired me to create the

“My World’ poems lesson. I wanted students to feel encouraged to share their own candid, whimsical, and visionary ideas for the world we live in.”

There is also work by students from Taft Freshman Academy, whose poet in residence is Timothy David Rey. In these poems, seventh-to-ninth-grade students were inspired by Li Po’s “Quiet Night Thoughts” and wrote about the quietness (or lack thereof) of their evenings.

“I try to pick poems that were written where they could express themselves, maybe about what’s going on now with the pandemic, or how they’re feeling,” says Rey. “A lot of poems had to do with self-care, so they could sort of look around themselves and see what’s happening and respond to that through poetry.”

Rey believes one of the challenges of teaching poetry virtually is that there is no chance for feedback. Yet he’s found that even with this challenge, students are still engaging with the material, even the most reluctant writers.

“We would receive writings from students who may not have written when they were in a formal classroom setting,” he says.

Another way CPC has continued engaging with their students is by transitioning their pop-up assemblies into a remote format. Last week they hosted their first virtual assembly with Urban Gateways attended by more than 90 fifth-grade students. Additionally, they have moved their annual “All Schools Reading” event online, which features a select number of students reading their poems in front of family and friends. “We got 35 videos back with 35 signed parental media releases,” says Metzger Sampson. “We are now building out a couple of videos that are going to be broken up by grade group, and we’ll be debuting that video in probably like mid-June.”

With these lessons, virtual assemblies, and videos, CPC hopes students feel encouraged and inspired throughout these trying times. “I think a lot of what these lessons are teaching right now is, it’s OK to have feelings. It’s OK to explore that feeling. It’s OK to have complicated feelings,” says Metzger Sampson. “And alternately, what I think that they’re exploring is, ‘Hey, let’s dream. Let’s imagine and let’s create’ because [this is] a wonderful way to energize themselves and spend their time while we’re all stuck at home.”

@marndel7
“The Transcendence of Time”
Through 6/27, online or by appointment, Monique Meloche Gallery,
451 N. Paulina, moniquemeloche.com.

VIS ARTS
An examination of Black identity and time
Conceptual artist Nate Young’s “The Transcendence of Time” puts his own family’s Great Migration story on display.

By Arionne Nettles

When William Nathaniel Jackson arrived in Philadelphia in the early 1900s, he became a new man. He was fleeing from somewhere near the Carolinas when he traveled north. There, he took a new name, made a new family, and built a new life.

He buried his old life. He became a pillar of the community—he was likely one before, which may have contributed to his need to escape. The full story, though, is a puzzle that his family can vaguely make out but possibly never see complete, an oral history pieced together with memories and stories.

It’s a familiar narrative for Black families who relocated during the first and second waves of the Great Migration. The mining of these memories led conceptual artist Nate Young to his new work, “The Transcendence of Time,” showing virtually and in person by appointment through Chicago’s Monique Meloche Gallery. Jackson was Young’s great-grandfather—the father of his paternal grandmother.

“If he was someone before he left and then he was someone else when he arrived, or set up a new life, that liminal state was kind of a vacuum of identity,” Young says. “And that was what was really driving my initial interest in him as a character.”

Today, a century after Jackson’s move, Young’s exploration of time feels eerily more relevant than ever—a blending of the past and present. The combination of a global pandemic that disproportionately affects Black communities and widespread protests against racism-driven police violence feels both unprecedented and reminiscent of past struggles.

“The thing that I’ve been thinking about a lot lately is the complicated nature of time, about the potential of collapsing the past and the present and the future into one thing as opposed to thinking about it linearly,” Young says.

In Philadelphia, Jackson was a fugitive. While looking through his journals and writings, Young found that out of fear Jackson put down the horse that he’d used to travel north and buried it. Jackson also attempted to take his own life. The horse’s bones and words from Jackson’s suicide note are incorporated throughout the work.

“How do you hide something so large? A horse is a huge, really strong, and really large animal,” Young says. “To hide something like that is very difficult; it takes a lot of effort. So I was thinking about that in parallel with . . . the way that history is erased as well—or hidden, buried and then unearthed at different times. It’s sort of, once those hidden things start to come to light, in the context of a different time, they take off, and they may take on different kinds of meanings.”

In the online presentation, Young explains his family’s history and how he created the work, and guides audiences through the exhibition, which has multiple sets of sculptural works made of the excavated bones and handwritten words from Jackson’s suicide note. White oak and walnut reliquaries (or box altars) line the walls and walnut vitrines (or displays) that also have motion-activated audio of the bones rubbing together are placed randomly throughout the gallery. Young’s use of sound here is intentional.

“I wanted to use sound as a proof of a presence of an object that you can’t necessarily see, and that for me is parallel to thinking about history,” Young says. “I never saw my great-grandfather. I’ve seen a picture of him, but even that picture is constantly evading me. I’ve been trying to find it and I haven’t been able to find it for years. But there must be another way to prove his existence, and maybe a sound is a memory.”

Young’s exhibition lies in the in-between, in what you can and cannot see, and he hopes that visitors spend time in that place of doubt.

“When someone encounters the exhibition and then leaves, that doubt is important to me because it reveals the dichotomy between belief: belief and unbelief,” Young says. “Because what I don’t want is just to reveal my own familial history, but to think about the ways in which those ideas are transmitted—whether it’s through historical text, whether it’s through oral tradition, whether it’s visually, whether it’s sound—that vessel that I was describing is the vehicle through which belief can be produced.”

@ArionneNettles
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VIRTUAL FESTIVAL

Community through monologue

Prop's Small Hours Festival pairs playwrights and performers.

By Ariel Parrella-Aureli

When Aniello Fontano finished his MFA studies in dramatic writing from the University of New Mexico, COVID-19 was just getting started. The Chicago actor, director, and playwright had been away from the local theater community for three years but with the pandemic's swift hit, now was not the time to go back.

Isolated in his Albuquerque apartment, he felt compelled to contribute to the artistic community from afar and give voice to the discomfort brought on by the current times. He started by writing monologues for actors now doing self-tape auditions from home. “I was constantly looking for ways to feel like I was being productive and like I was helping people,” Fontano says.

Through the large network of actors he knows, those creative efforts grew into the Small Hours Festival, a new monthly virtual festival produced by Fontano and Prop artistic director Olivia Lilley as a way to connect actors with each other, let them speak their minds about the pandemic, and give creatively to the world, instead of financially.

For gig workers, sometimes donating money isn't an option. As in other artistic endeavors, many theatemakers don't have the luxury of getting paid to work solely in the arts, which means they have multiple jobs and must look for other ways to get involved and help communities in times of crisis. And when your industry is suffering, how do you cope? You create, Fontano says.

“We are] boots on the ground workers, we cannot donate money, it’s not a thing we can do, and further, our main source of income is gone,” he says. “The thing we love, the thing we are passionate about is changing drastically. For those people like myself, who really want to give something but can only give their heart and art and mind right now, [the festival] gives them an outlet to do so.”

The festival, which debuted May 21 on Instagram’s IGTV, pairs Chicago playwrights, screenwriters, and TV writers with local actors to create collaborative monodramas that highlight individual style and skills. It’s also a way to disrupt a local theater scene that can be cliquish and isolated, Lilley says. And as co-producers of Rhino Fest, Chicago’s longest-running alternative theater festival, Small Hours fits into Prop’s mission of showcasing new voices and work. “We wanted to disrupt [the theater scene] by introducing people who didn't know each other who were awesome to each other,” Lilley says.

The producers say the festival is meant to not only highlight new artists and amplify their voices but also create lasting relationships in the theater community that continue outside of Small Hours. That starts with the foundational pairings of talent and perspective to find people who can complement each other. “With submissions, it’s finding people that care about the same things, that are passionate about the same things and matching them together,” Fontano says.

The first festival featured monologue dramas about people coping with isolation, death and the cycle of life, the Black Lives Matter movement, and other emotional stories about our past and present. Fontano, who is also on the board of Prop, wants artists to have full creative freedom and write about whatever they choose and not be limited by any curatorial perimeters.

Fontano and Lilley, who both have backgrounds participating in Chicago’s DIY scene, want the festival energy to be reminiscent of that familiar community that, at its best, transmits positivity, creation, and inclusion, rather than competition and status. “We are not competing with one another in Small Hours, we are creating,” Fontano says. “You are amplifying another one’s voices for the sake of the art and our collective enjoyment and sanity.”

The producers say the fest was created to fit the current time but hope it can transition to an in-person showcase once the pandemic is behind us. Lilley says the project was also built to partner with other theater companies in the future. “It has a brand unto itself and we want it to be flexible and malleable and go wherever it needs to go,” she says.

The experimental festival, cosponsored by Cape Horn Illustration, is back June 18 with a new lineup of actors and writers, featuring Chelsea Turner, Jessica Kearney, Kenya Ann Hall, Patrick Agada, Beradette Carter, Derek Lee McPhatter, Aidaa Peerzada, Ada Alozie, Terry Guest, and more. While May's festival featured 48 artists and 24 pairings that were invite only, the producers say the next round will have 24 people and 12 pairings, half of which will be invite only. Those who want to participate in the June 18 fest, which will begin uploading to the Instagram account at 8 PM that evening, can e-mail a cover letter and resume to smallhoursfestival@gmail.com.

@ArielParrella
DONATE TO GET LEOR GALIL'S BEST ARTICLES OVER THE PAST 10 YEARS OF CHICAGO MUSIC!
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CHICAGO POP STARS, HARDCORE HEROES, AND HOUSE LEGENDS: 10 YEARS OF CHICAGO READER MUSIC FEATURES

BY LEOR GALIL
To say that the COVID-19 pandemic has put a damper on live arts and cultural events would be to say that the Hindenburg was a little explosive. But as we’ve seen countless times since Chicago’s shelter-in-place order went into effect in mid-March, the virus is no match for the ingenuity of the city’s creative community.

Enter Chicago Drive-In, which opens in a parking lot in Bridgeview’s SeatGeek Stadium this week. The venture is the brainchild of a group of local festival and event organizers, including Cobra Lounge manager Louie Mendicino, who says it was born out of necessity. “What we do, and what we’re most proud of, is what we bring to the masses,” Mendicino says. “We really needed to tap into that degree of pride again, and come together on a project. That’s where we’re at our best, personally and professionally.”

The venue, which can fit up to 300 cars, will screen family-friendly classics such as The...
Goonies and The Sandlot on a nightly basis across its 70-foot screen. “These are movies my generation wants their kids to see—they are timeless to a degree,” Mendicino says. “[Parents] have an opportunity to not only get out of the house, but to offer something to their kids: an insight to their youth and their culture. So it’s kind of a bonding moment for kids and their parents as well.”

For adults who want to watch something slightly more scandalous than Smalls losing his stepdad’s prized baseball over the neighbor’s fence, though, Friday and Saturday nights will also feature midnight movie screenings of R-rated crowd pleasers, including Reservoir Dogs.

Mendicino says that the organizers intend to follow city guidelines for COVID-19 reopening every step of the way to ensure that the experience is as safe as possible for guests and workers alike: moviegoers must wear masks anytime they are away from their vehicle, and audio will be screened on FM radio instead of clip-on speakers (the company’s website advises picking up a new boombox if your car stereo is on the fritz).

There are also plans in the works for a second drive-in at an undisclosed Chicago location, and Mendicino says if the first two theaters are a success, they’d ideally like to add a couple more in other parts of the city. For now he hopes to extend the season through the fall and end with Halloween weekend, and suggests that with enough community support the Chicago Drive-In could return next year, even as the pandemic (fingers crossed) subsides.

Guests are encouraged to prepurchase tickets online, rather than chance pulling up to a full lot. And given the organizers’ live music backgrounds, they’re planning to enhance the experience with special touches such as retro cartoons during intermissions, and by giving guests the opportunity to share “happy birthday” messages and proposals across the big screen (for a small fee).

“We tend to get creative on the fly,” Mendicino says. “This is just who we are as people and we’re not going to stop that anytime soon.”

Poetry Corner

Surviving Something...
By N.A. Patin

According to some Black folks
Black survivors of
sexual and domestic violence
Brought it on themselves

Followed up by
Vigorous insistence
That not all Black people are like that
The GOOD Black people
The respectable Black people
Are absolutely not like that, darling

They’re fierce, they’re elegant
Brilliant successful educated
Black Excellence

Not somebody’s survivor
Not somebody’s victim
Not somebody black eyed baleful
Bodily integrity violated
Being forced to endure for pleasure
Profit plantations power
Reduced to producing for the very bottom of lines

Such pride we take in those
Who have managed to adjust to the sickness
Of this society

We diagnose us who chase
against toxicity
Who lack medicine to make peace
With inequity
as not all there
Ghetto hood ratchet ignorant
Ass negroes

Rip us apart
with wielding wind
Blowing breezes

Ass nigger
Bitter angry black baby mama
Thuggin out the crackheads
Who just don’t want to do no better
As not all of us are like that
Yet.

I am one of those
A survivor and a Black
I am the talented tenth out of tenth
person I know
To be raped
Choked
Slapped
Punched
Kicked
Bitten
Lied to
Cheated on and with
Mercilessly
Molested abandoned
Fallen through
Dirty dozens of cracks
Roses pounding against concrete
Trampled by pampered feet

We exist
Here and there
across spans of genders
Sexualities
Sines
Classes
Abilities and accessibilities
Ages
On Stages
Pages
in classrooms
Courtrooms
Corporate boardrooms
Church choirs and trap houses

Surviving in the blue
Of intersectional invisibility
all surviving something
In between lines of Black
which intersect all

Great grid of universe
Woven tight with Black

How it holds the weight of gravity
Without back breaking Black

Blowing breezes
sweet Black and mild
Surviving nothing to live for
with wielding wind

Bite bailetics
Rippling black from the land
Striping blood from backs
that were always stripped
Always stripped

We still haven’t come back from that
Trauma snaking through DNA
We time travel
Conduits branded into our ribonucleic

Rivers carrying everything
In its streams Black
watery schemes
Ripping serene
Lapping surface
Muting streams of
Who just didn’t make it

Those who did
Can’t shake the hatred
We are neither post racial or post traumatic
When present day Black lives don’t matter
stay splattered
Across concrete police cars foster care headlines

Stress disordering our everything

Can’t you see you are surviving
something just like me?

You may have never seen
Yourself bloody with grief
Of someone else’s cruelty
Born of their own lack of healing

You may have never looked broken
Skin always touched with love
But something
If you are what is Black
Something
Something has laid you low
Made you bend and carry what was not yours

Not so different from me
From the least of these
All of us Black
All of us
Surviving
Something.

A biweekly series curated by the Chicago Reader and sponsored by the Poetry Foundation. Poem by Nikki Patin, who holds an MFA in creative non-fiction from the University of Southern Maine, is a recipient of a 3Arts Make A Wave award in music, and was recently named one of “30 Writers to Watch” by the Guild Literary Complex. Patin is the community engagement director for the Chicago Alliance Against Sexual Exploitation and the founder and executive producer of Surviving the Mic, a monthly live podcast and writing workshop series based on the south side of Chicago, where she lives with her six-year-old son, Tabias.
**The Hill of Freedom**

As Jackson, it mostly succeeds. Aspects of Jackson’s real life, especially her convoluted marriage to satyrlike literary critic and academic Stanley Hyman (Michael Stuhlbarg), blend with the real-life mystery that inspired her 1951 novel *Hangsaman*. A young couple, Fred and Rose Nemser (Logan Lerman and Odessa Young), move into the Jacksons’ Bennington home, where their relationship begins to mirror that of Shirley and Stanley. (The latter’s four children, of whom Jackson wrote frequently, have vanished from the narrative like the missing girl in Jackson’s nascent novel.) The story flirts with obvious references (a group of boys on the street playing with rocks, à la “The Lottery,” along with echoes of Edward Albee’s *Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?* and Richard Yates’s *Revolutionary Road*). But Moss cuts through the self-conscious narrative glaze and Sturla Brandth Grøvlen’s crepuscular cinematography with serpentine cunning and palpable anguish. —KERRY REID 91 min. Through 6/18, Facets Virtual Cinema

**Volition**

Volition is a layered look at a clairvoyant’s vision of their death. The gifted individual in question is James (Adrian Glynn McMorran), a man who spends his time using his unique skill set to win bets and solve crimes. The latter leads to a bleak and personal vision depicting a sequence of events that culminates in James’s untimely death. He and Angela (Magda Apanowicz), a woman he’s just met and developed feelings for, try to change his future. A time-bending cerebral science-fiction movie that calls to mind the likes of *Twelve Monkeys*, *Minority Report*, and *Next*, Volition holds its own partly because it provides a considered and unforeseen reveal, the build-up to which will keep viewers guessing. These choices, the work of director Tony Dean Smith and his cowriter and brother Ryan Smith, paired with performances that feel tangible, make for a fascinating and moving take on fate. —BECCA JAMES 91 min. In wide release on VOD

**Mr. Topaze**

Based on the play *Topaze* by French author and filmmaker Marcel Pagnol, Peter Sellers’s first and only credited directorial endeavor (1961) is not so much a lost classic as it is a minor effort that might appeal to his devotees. Sellers likewise stars as the mild-mannered Auguste Topaze, an earnest rural French school teacher who gets fired from his post for refusing to falsify a student’s grades and is then inveigled into a life of white-collar crime in Paris. Much like Topaze, Sellers seems to be taking himself much too seriously; absent is any of the humor that defined his iconic roles in the *Pink Panther* series, *Dr. Strangelove*, *I Like Money*, *Twelve Monkeys*, *Comrade X*, and *Volition*. Absent is anything of interest, really—the film is mostly just dull, inoffensive as it is uninteresting. Reportedly all but one 35-millimeter copy of the film was destroyed after its lackluster reception; other sources say Sellers kept a 16-millimeter print that he ran for himself on occasion. Whatever his interest, really—the film is mostly just dull, inoffensive as it is uninteresting. Originally released in the United States as *I Like Money*. —KATHLEEN SACHS 97 min. Music Box Virtual Cinema

**Shirley**

Not so much a biopic as a fanciful evocation of its complex subject, Josephine Decker’s *Shirley* (2020), adapted by former Chicago playwright Sarah Gubbins from Susan Scarf Merrell’s 2014 novel, attempts the alchemical in conjuring Shirley Jackson’s witchy clausrophobic literary magic, which found horror and humor in the mundane. It focuses far more on the former, but thanks to a mesmerizing performance by Elisabeth Moss as Jackson, it mostly succeeds. Aspects of Jackson’s real life, especially her convoluted marriage to satyrlike literary critic and academic Stanley Hyman (Michael Stuhlbarg), blend with the real-life mystery that inspired her 1951 novel *Hangsaman*. A young couple, Fred and Rose Nemser (Logan Lerman and Odessa Young), move into the Jacksons’ Bennington home, where their relationship begins to mirror that of Shirley and Stanley. (The latter’s four children, of whom Jackson wrote frequently, have vanished from the narrative like the missing girl in Jackson’s nascent novel.) The story flirts with obvious references (a group of boys on the street playing with rocks, à la “The Lottery,” along with echoes of Edward Albee’s *Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?* and Richard Yates’s *Revolutionary Road*). But Moss cuts through the self-conscious narrative glaze and Sturla Brandth Grøvlen’s crepuscular cinematography with serpentine cunning and palpable anguish. —KERRY REID 91 min. Through 6/18, Facets Virtual Cinema

---

**Now Playing**

**The Hill of Freedom**

At the start of this epistolary 2014 film by South Korean writer-director Hong Sang-soo—the prolific auteur’s 16th feature—a sickly Korean woman drops a pile of letters written by her Japanese ex-boyfriend; the film then takes the form of a disorganized series of vignettes as she reads through them, making this a life-auteur’s 16th feature—sickly Korean woman drops a pile of letters written by her Japanese ex-boyfriend; the film then takes the form of a disorganized series of vignettes as she reads through them, making this a life-auteur’s 16th feature—sickly Korean woman drops a pile of letters written by her Japanese ex-boyfriend; the film then takes the form of a disorganized series of vignettes as she reads through them, making this a life-auteur’s 16th feature—a sickly Korean woman drops a pile of letters written by her Japanese ex-boyfriend; the film then takes the form of a disorganized series of vignettes as she reads through them, making this a life-auteur’s 16th feature. —KATHLEEN SACHS 67 min. 6/12-6/25, Facets Virtual Cinema

**Mr. Topaze**

Based on the play *Topaze* by French author and filmmaker Marcel Pagnol, Peter Sellers’s first and only credited directorial endeavor (1961) is not so much a lost classic as it is a minor effort that might appeal to his devotees. Sellers likewise stars as the mild-mannered Auguste Topaze, an earnest rural French school teacher who gets fired from his post for refusing to falsify a student’s grades and is then inveigled into a life of white-collar crime in Paris. Much like Topaze, Sellers seems to be taking himself much too seriously; absent is any of the humor that defined his iconic roles in the *Pink Panther* series, *Dr. Strangelove*, *I Like Money*, *Twelve Monkeys*, *Comrade X*, and *Volition*. Absent is anything of interest, really—the film is mostly just dull, inoffensive as it is uninteresting. Reportedly all but one 35-millimeter copy of the film was destroyed after its lackluster reception; other sources say Sellers kept a 16-millimeter print that he ran for himself on occasion. Whatever his interest, really—the film is mostly just dull, inoffensive as it is uninteresting. Originally released in the United States as *I Like Money*. —KATHLEEN SACHS 97 min. Music Box Virtual Cinema

**Shirley**

Not so much a biopic as a fanciful evocation of its complex subject, Josephine Decker’s *Shirley* (2020), adapted by former Chicago playwright Sarah Gubbins from Susan Scarf Merrell’s 2014 novel, attempts the alchemical in conjuring Shirley Jackson’s witchy clausrophobic literary magic, which found horror and humor in the mundane. It focuses far more on the former, but thanks to a mesmerizing performance by Elisabeth Moss as Jackson, it mostly succeeds. Aspects of Jackson’s real life, especially her convoluted marriage to satyrlike literary critic and academic Stanley Hyman (Michael Stuhlbarg), blend with the real-life mystery that inspired her 1951 novel *Hangsaman*. A young couple, Fred and Rose Nemser (Logan Lerman and Odessa Young), move into the Jacksons’ Bennington home, where their relationship begins to mirror that of Shirley and Stanley. (The latter’s four children, of whom Jackson wrote frequently, have vanished from the narrative like the missing girl in Jackson’s nascent novel.) The story flirts with obvious references (a group of boys on the street playing with rocks, a la “The Lottery,” along with echoes of Edward Albee’s *Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?* and Richard Yates’s *Revolutionary Road*). But Moss cuts through the self-conscious narrative glaze and Sturla Brandth Grøvlen’s crepuscular cinematography with serpentine cunning and palpable anguish. —KERRY REID 91 min. Through 6/18, Facets Virtual Cinema

---

**Live from the Library**

**A Daily Story Time from Chicagoans for Children Around the World**

Join us weekdays at 10 CST on Facebook Live: facebook.com/chipublib/live

---

**Review**

---

**Film**

Get showtimes and see reviews of everything playing this week at chicagoreader.com/movies.
LIVE WITH PURPOSE

100% of profits go toward HIV/AIDS prevention and treatment in Illinois

Learn how every play helps at IllinoisLottery.com

#DoingGOOD
Imagine you’ve spent months at a time on the road with your band for more than two years running, bouncing between opening slots, festival appearances, and headlining sets in the U.S., Mexico, Canada, and Europe. You’ve been enthralling audiences with the frenetic yet tightly controlled energy of your immersive live show, supporting a bold and proudly unconventional debut album.

Now imagine that mere months from the release of your second full-length, all but guaranteed to explosively broaden your audience, you’re sidelined—not by the standard-issue music-industry evils (a soured major-label contract, a monopolistic platform waives its cut of sales to help artists and labels struggling during the pandemic. When Carroll can’t participate, Cunningham and Stewart use his drum tracks or do without, as they did on May 10, when they played acoustically via Mayor Lightfoot’s Instagram to benefit the Arts for Illinois Relief Fund. They’re also scheduled to headline the first night of the Do Division Street Fest’s inaugural virtual edition on Friday, June 26.

The ten muscular tracks on Fantasize Your Ghost showcase the band’s in-trepid spirit and clever control over their instruments, while their lyrics explore what it means and how it feels when you’ve become a stranger to the life you once knew. Meaningful relationships run their course and empty out; places and things you’ve built an identity around stop feeling significant. The album’s 40 minutes succinctly evoke the anger, clarity, pain, and joy that can come if you accept what comes next.

Cunningham, 30, and Stewart, 27, are nimble multi-instrumentalists and arresting singers, and they’ve collaborated widely throughout Chicago’s sprawling music communities, playing with artists working in rock, hip-hop, classical, folk, country, jazz, noise, and more. Between them they’ve worked with the likes of Chance the Rapper, Tortoise, Jeff Tweedy, and Twin Peaks.

Ohmme’s sound reflects their varied backgrounds and their classical training. The band might adopt the cadences and syncopation of hip-hop, take deep breaths of folk-rock simplicity, or erupt with the all-in ferocity of a freely improvised electric-guitar freak-out—and they can balance it all gracefully. Stewart and Cunningham don’t know exactly why their partnership works so much better than all their other musical relationships, but they’re grateful for it.

The band had planned for their debut full-length, 2018’s Parts, to “waterfall into” Fantasize Your Ghost, as Cunningham puts...
it—they’d hoped to weave its material into their sets on that canceled April tour with Waxahatchee. They see the albums as two facets of the same journey, but where the former looks outward at social norms—particularly those navigated by women, which were placed under a microscope before and after the 2016 presidential election—the latter turns its focus inward.

_Fantasize Your Ghost_ also seems prescient in light of how state-mandated shelter-in-place orders and new efforts to phase in pre-COVID activity have affected our relationships to daily existence. It can seem futile to try to control our lives and what’s happening around us, or even to wrestle with our desire to do so—and it’s especially difficult to put off uncomfortable questions.

“A lot of this record deals with contending with different versions of yourself,” says Cunningham. “The version you are right now was the version that, at some point in the past, you chose—and you kind of followed that for a while. You can start to feel a little hollow or feel you really need to bring yourself back to life in a different way to move forward. It’s about making those decisions.”

“Change is the only constant, as cheesy as it sounds,” Stewart adds. “It’s up to you to figure out how you approach and welcome it into your life—whether you’re up for it or fighting against it. Either one is worthwhile, but it’s about figuring out how you want to respond while you can.”

Ohmme first surprised audiences with an ambitious self-titled EP in 2015 (which was reissued two years later). Their aesthetic took shape early: haunting melodies, lyrics that read like riddles, and confident disruptions of pop-songwriting and instrumental techniques. They incorporate odd meters and unusual chord combinations so fluidly that their sophisticated musical intelligence erases its own fingerprints, but at the same time they embrace “mistakes” and work to unlearn technically correct ways of doing things. It’s a way of finding the freedom to explore that they absorbed from the world of free improvisation.

Right from its first track, “Flood Your Gut,” _Fantasize Your Ghost_ is daunting. Not because it’s ugly or confrontational, but because the distortion of pop convention creates uncertainty and suspense. The song captures a brooding tone, with an anxious guitar riff and rumbling bass, and Stewart and Cunningham deliver its angry lyrics in a deceptively sweet style: “Have you found your stomach or your spine? / When I leave, they’ll eat you alive,” they coo. “One, two, three, you’re not your mother’s daughter,” they repeat, their honeyed vocals dissipating into murky strings. “Your whole vision’s not enough.”

As the album unfolds, its layers of overdubbed vocals and processed guitars evoke the turmoil that boils and bubbles inside a person as they outgrow their surroundings or who they thought they needed to be. Each track has its own urgent push and pull, and Stewart often punctuates the arrangements with intricate flurries of strings that can sound clean and sweeping or knotty and tortured.

_Fantasize Your Ghost_ is as much of a call to action to reclaim one’s life (“3 2 4 3”) as it is a taunt, a challenge to, and an admonishment of those who lose themselves to the expectations of others. It describes opportunities for redefining your behavioral and emotional patterns ("The Limit," “Spill It Out”) as well as for sabotaging yourself by kissing strangers or falling for flattery from flawed heroes (“Twitch”).

While Ohmme’s lyrics generally offer more questions than answers, the album’s closing track, “After All,” comes closer than most to a resolution; it also has the most familiar, traditional melody, tinged with 60s vocal-group pop. Unambiguously about hav- ing compassion for yourself, it’s a reminder for women to stand firm and create their own spaces in a society that demands they shrivel themselves. “Lonely girl, it’s OK / Take a breath, get away / Seek your cocoon,” they sing, with Stewart’s sweet, high voice floating above Cunningham’s warm, cozily worn-in one. “Lonely girl, you’re enough / Take a breath, loosen up.”

Stewart thinks she and Cunningham were picking up on a low-grade crisis in their corner of Chicago’s music scene. “In our community, everyone was working like crazy,” she explains. “Maybe not taking the time for themselves that they needed to take in order to be fully present in any given moment. I think, whether or not we realized it, we were tuned into that. We’re definitely tuned into that on a personal level, and it makes sense our songs would come out that way.”

Stewart and Cunningham founded Ohmme in 2014 with the intention of pushing the boundaries of guitar music, which soon evolved into their “un-learning” approach. “Guitar music encompasses such a vast variety of music from so many different cultures that the idea of boundaries begin to dissipate, and you realize that really can be anything,” Stewart says. “I think that’s the biggest takeaway for us. There’s no one correct way to do anything, no end-all, be-all technique for achieving something. The most important thing is to have an idea and try to use the tools you have in front of you to execute it. At the moment, that happens to be the guitar.”

They both play guitar, with Stewart sometimes switching to bass or violin. Both sing, usually together, and treat their voices as equally important instruments with their own distinct roles. Even without a drummer, they “fill a lot of space,” as Stewart puts it. “Because we’re both able to play multiple instruments and multitask, we can do the work of a much larger band.”

Because Ohmme have never tried to tour with more than three musicians, they’ve been able to do so more frequently. But Stewart’s arrangements on _Fantasize Your Ghost_ did raise the question of traveling with a string section.

“We’re not gonna tour with a string section,” says Cunningham, deadpan. “We’ll make different arrangements. But that being said, there’s a lot of strings on the record. We had some fun, special shows planned in Chicago and a couple other cities, and Macie’s got a deceptively sweet style: “Have you found your place? / go—letting sounds be what they are and exploring textures rather than feeling you have to fit them into the constraints of whatever arbitrary rules there are.”

Stewart and Cunningham’s friend Vivian McConnell, aka singer-songwriter V.V. Lightbody, opened for them at their debut show.
continued from 27

“They really excite me,” she says. “When I see them doing stuff with the guitar that I haven't seen anybody do or wouldn’t have thought of—I'm just blown away.”

The three of them met when McConnell’s old band Grandkids shared a bill with Marrow at Schubas in March 2014. They’ve been going to each other’s gigs ever since, and McConnell calls Ohmme her “band besties.”

“I will never, ever forget—people were losing their shit when they played ‘Woman,’” she says. “People were screaming. It was insane. It’s crazy, because that energy—that happens to this day when they play that song at shows. Just them as musicians really struck me—it still does. And they’re friends of the scene: they grew up in Chicago and have just been so supportive.”

A 2017 Noisey piece called Ohmme “the band at the heart of Chicago’s music community,” and McConnell echoes that sentiment—not only as a fellow musician but also as another woman rejuvenating and recasting a male-dominated genre. Stewart played violin arrangements for three songs on the latest VV. Lightbody album, Make a Shrine or Burn It, and Cunningham provided vocals on the single “Horse on Fire.”

“Soconically, we’re very different,” McConnell says, “but also think there are certain things we do that place us in our little nook—they’re still songs, but take on a different shape and complexity that’s indicated by what we do with our instruments. They’ve helped me realize my own inconsistencies, but always in a positive way. Women, especially women musicians—singing and working with them lifts me up. They’re very encouraging. They’ve inspired me to do more with my instrument and vice versa.”

McConnell describes the X factor that sets Ohmme apart: “Trust—and having so much confidence and trust that whatever they do is going to be good,” she says.

That dynamic is apparent even to people working with Ohmme for the first time. Indie-rock veteran Chris Cohen (formerly of Deerhoof, the Curtains, and Cryptacize) produced Fantasize Your Ghost over five days in August 2019, and he felt it right away: “They’re special people,” he says. “I always feel that way about the people I work with, but they have a really special touch.”

Cohen joined Ohmme and Gehring at a makeshift studio they’d put together in a barn in Wisconsin, on the farm where Cunningham hosts Postock. “I just really encouraged them to play as loud as they could,” Cohen says. “Playing loud wasn’t a problem, but the vocals needed to match that power.”

Ohmme drew inspiration from Bulgarian women’s choruses and Abba, particularly for the keening close harmonies of the loss-of-innocence song “Selling Candy.” Their goal was to just open their mouths and “push out sound.”

In spring 2019 the band had tracked a few early demos for Fantasize Your Ghost while on the road in upstate New York. Then they went in search of a producer. Stewart has been a fan of Cohen’s old band Deerhoof for years, and more recently Cunningham heard some of his solo albums through Twin Peaks multi-instrumentalist Colin Croom. The pair also liked Cohen’s production on Weyes Blood’s 2016 album Front Row Seat to Earth.

Ohmme squeezed in those five days of tracking between their tours and Cohen’s. Between August 2019 and the end of the year, they mixed the album in Chicago with Dave Vettraiin at Public House Sound Recordings and mastered it with Shelly Steffens at Chicago Mastering Service. The relatively brief window the band had available to record pushed them to focus their explorations. Cohen encouraged them to venture into new approaches and techniques, modify their harmonies, and more. Nothing was off limits.

“IT was very intense. We did a lot of work every day,” he says. “I felt like I got where they were coming from. They’re into improvised music, and I liked that they were adventurous. And obviously, they could sing really well together.”

“My role was to help them get sounds,” Cohen continues, “to be another opinion, make suggestions for overdubs. They had the material, and they had worked it out quite a bit on their own. I don’t try to get in there and pull everything apart. My job is just kind of setting a tone in the room—making people feel comfortable to try things while keeping them on track.”

The barn was weathered, with gaps in the walls that left it open to the elements—Cohen remembers birds living inside, and of course lots more outside. Their singing, the buzzing of insects, and other environmental sounds almost act as a thread through Fantasize Your Ghost. The juxtaposition of this pastoral ambience with Ohmme’s pissed-off songs adds a layer of tension to the album.

“Recording in the barn, there were definitely a lot of room mikes placed around to capture the breadth and feeling of the room,” Cunningham recalls. “There’s actually a silo next to the barn, so we put a mike in there and re-amplified the whole session through there so we could play around with that as this enormous reverb chamber.”

Cohen remembers the band having fun with the setting they’d chosen for their sessions. “I think everyone was excited to treat it like it was a performance and just play into this big, open space,” he says. “I usually like to record where there are less unknown factors, but it wasn’t a problem at all. It was really cool. It turned out to be a good choice.”

Cunningham feels the same way about choosing Cohen to produce. “Chris Cohen was definitely the right energy to bring onto this record, at a time where we were both feeling very chaotic, feeling the turmoil and wanting to translate that into the art and also find calm in it,” she says. “But you kind of need tension to make music great sometimes, but you also really want to find a way to—”

“You’ve got to take care of yourself,” Stewart finishes.

“It was kind of a marathon getting to the recording session, and it was going to be a marathon right after the recording session,” Cunningham continues. “We knew we had this huge fall coming up. We were just trying really hard to create this special bubble of time, and Chris was a big part of that—and a big part of why I think the record carries this kind of shimmering beauty to it, in its foundation.”

That August week in Wisconsin fell under the Sturgeon Moon—an old name for the full moon that happens in August, because Indigenous people associated that time of year with a surge in numbers of sturgeon in the Great Lakes. The word “sturgeon” means “stirrer” in several European languages, and it describes the way the fish searches for sustenance—as well as Ohmme’s approach to songcraft. They stir up the material that’s settled to the bottom, the foundation, hoping to find something hidden, forgotten, or new.

Ohmme named the lone instrumental track on the new album “Sturgeon Moon,” and it’s the first and so far only track of its kind they’ve released—a nightmarish, free-form flood of beautiful noise. “It felt totally right to put an improvised track on this record, as a nod to our beginnings,” Stewart says. “A lot of the early part of this band was coming out of the improvised-jazz world. It brings up so much raw joy and satisfaction that I think you can feel in the track too. It’s kind of chaos, but it’s directed chaos.”

Ohmme have had much more time than they expected this spring to prepare for the release of Fantasize Your Ghost, and for the time being, they’re considering the possibilities of what a show should feel and sound like when they play it. With Carroll now living in Denmark with his wife and newborn son (he comes back to tour), they’ve had to work on live arrangements of the new album’s songs without him, isolating his drums tracks and working around those. By the time the pandemic suspended touring, they’d played only three of its singles onstage, opting to keep a lid on the new material for maximum freshness.

Stewart says they’re hoping Ohmme’s dates with Waxahatchee, now pushed from April into September and October, don’t have to be rescheduled a second time. For now, they’ve put off a headline tour to support Fantasize Your Ghost till their shows with VV. Lightbody in January 2021, hoping the wait won’t be even longer.

Whenever it happens, Ohmme are ready. Creating the new album has reinforced the strength of the bond between Stewart and Cunningham as well as the purpose of their band: as Cunningham puts it, “exploring doors of creativity that are only opened up through our partnership.”

Stewart believes that partnership is still growing stronger. “We both understand each other—especially after making this record and touring so much over the last year—fundamentally better than we ever have before,” she says. “I think whatever music we make going forward, or whatever the band is going forward, is coming from an even more trusting place.”

“The both of us are very headstrong, very ‘figure out a solution for it,’ and we can both get down on ourselves if we can’t do those things necessarily or we feel like we failed at something. Us having more compassion for ourselves and for each other will make it fruitful going forward. There’s still so much more out there left to discover, even just between the two of us and how we create. That’s an exciting prospect.”
Men’s Virility Restored in Clinical Trial; 275% More Blood Flow in 5 Minutes

A newly improved version of America’s best-selling male performance enhancer gives 70-year-old men the bedroom performance they enjoyed in their 30’s.

America’s best-selling sexual performance enhancer just got a lot better.

It’s the latest breakthrough for nitric oxide – the molecule that makes erections possible by increasing blood flow to your penis.

Nitric oxide won the Nobel Prize in 1998. It’s why “the little blue pill” works. More than 200,000 studies confirm it’s the key to superior sexual performance.

And this new discovery increases nitric oxide availability resulting in even quicker, stronger and longer-lasting erections.

One double-blind, placebo-controlled study (the “gold-standard” of research) involved a group of 70-year-old men.

They didn’t exercise. They didn’t eat healthy. And researchers reported their “nitric oxide availability was almost totally compromised,” resulting in blood flow less than HALF of a man in peak sexual health.

But only five minutes after the first dose their blood flow increased 275%, back to levels of a perfectly healthy 31-year-old man! “It’s amazing,” remarks nitric oxide expert Dr. Al Sears. “That’s like giving 70-year-old men the sexual power of 30-year-olds.”

WHY SO MUCH EXCITEMENT?

Despite the billions men spend annually on older nitric oxide therapies, there’s one well-known problem with them.

They don’t always work.

Dr. Joseph Loscalzo explains why. He’s studied nitric oxide for over 43 years. He is the physician-in-chief at Brigham and Women’s Hospital. He says a “deficiency of bioactive nitric oxide…leads to impaired endothelium-dependent vasorelaxation.”

In plain English, these older products may increase levels of nitric oxide. But that’s only half the battle. If it’s not bioactively available then your body can’t absorb it to produce an erection.

Experts simply call it the nitric oxide “glitch.” And until now, there’s never been a solution.

NEXT GENERATION NITRIC OXIDE
FORMULA FLYING OFF SHELVES

Upon further research, America’s No. 1 men’s health expert Dr. Al Sears discovered certain nutrients fix this “glitch” resulting in 275% better blood flow.

He’s combined those nutrients with proven nitric oxide boosters in a new formula called Primal Max Red. In clinical trials, 5,000 mg is required for satisfying sexual performance. Primal Max Red contains a bigger, 9,000 mg per serving dose. It’s become so popular, he’s having trouble keeping it in stock.

Dr. Sears is the author of more than 500 scientific papers. Thousands of people listened to him speak at the recent Palm Beach Health & Wellness Festival featuring Dr. Oz. NFL Hall of Fame quarterback Joe Namath recently visited his clinic, the Sears Institute for Anti-Aging Medicine.

Primal Max Red has only been available for a few months — but everyone who takes it reports a big difference. "I have the energy to have sex three times in one day. WOW! That has not happened in years. Oh, by the way I am 62,” says Jonathan K. from Birmingham, AL.

HOW IT WORKS

Loss of erection power starts with your blood vessels. Specifically, the inside layer called the endothelium where nitric oxide is made.

The problem is various factors THICKEN your blood vessels as you age. This blocks availability causing the nitric oxide “glitch.” The result is difficulty in getting and sustaining a healthy erection.

How bad is the problem?

Researcher shows the typical 40-year-old man absorbs 50% less nitric oxide. At 50, that drops to 25%. And once you pass 60 just a measly 15% gets through.

To make matters worse, nitric oxide levels start declining in your 30’s. And by 70, nitric oxide production is down an alarming 75%.

Primal Max Red is the first formula to tackle both problems. Combining powerful nitric oxide boosters and a proven delivery mechanism that defeats the nitric oxide “glitch” resulting in 275% better blood flow and stronger erections. There’s not enough space here to fully explain how it works, so Dr. Sears will send anyone who orders Primal Max Red a free special report that explains everything.

MORE CLINICAL RESULTS

Nutrients in Primal Max Red have logged impressive results.

In a Journal of Applied Physiology study, one resulted in a 30 times MORE nitric oxide. And these increased levels lasted up to 12 hours.

“I measured my nitric oxide levels, you can buy a test kit from Amazon,” reports 48-year-old Jeff O. “Monday night I showed depleted.”

A new discovery that increases nitric oxide availability was recently proven in a clinical trial to boost blood flow 275% resulting in even quicker, stronger and longer-lasting erections.

Then he used ingredients in Primal Max Red and, “The results were off the charts. I first woke around 3 a.m. on Tuesday with a throbbing boner. My nitric oxide levels measured at the top end of the range.”

FREE BONUS TESTOSTERONE BOOSTER

Every order also gets Dr. Sears testosterone boosting formula Primal Max Black for free.

“If you want passionate ‘rip your clothes off’ sex you had in your younger days, you need nitric oxide to get your erection going. And testosterone for energy and drive,” says Dr. Sears. “You get both with Primal Max Red and Primal Max Black.”

HOW TO GET PRIMAL MAX

To secure free bottles of Primal Max Black and get the hot, new Primal Max Red formula, buyers should contact the Sears Health Hotline at 1-800-586-8354 within the next 48 hours. “It’s not available in drug stores yet,” says Dr. Sears. “The Hotline allows us to ship directly to the customer.”

Dr. Sears feels so strongly about Primal Max, all orders are backed by a 100% money-back guarantee. “Just send me back the bottle and any unused product within 90 days from purchase date, and I’ll send you all your money back,” he says.

The Hotline will be open for the next 48 hours. After that, the phone number will be shut down to allow them to restock. Call 1-800-586-8354 to secure your limited supply of Primal Max Red and free bottles of Primal Max Black. You don’t need a prescription, and those who call in the first 24 hours qualify for a significant discount. Use Promo Code NP0620PMAAX41 when you call in. Lines are frequently busy, but all calls will be answered.

THESE STATEMENTS HAVE NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION. THIS PRODUCT IS NOT INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, CURE OR PREVENT ANY DISEASE. RESULTS MAY VARY
Interpol side project Muzz bask in unpredictability on their debut album

ON THEIR NEW SELF-TITLED debut album, Muzz simultaneously challenge listeners and envelop them in gentle, sublime atmospheres. The New York-based trio formed out of the long friendship of vocalist and guitarist Paul Banks (Interpol), multi-instrumentalist Josh Kaufman (Bonny Light Horseman), and drummer Matt Barrick (Jonathan Fire*Eater). Individually, these artists are known for their musical malleability, and their chemistry together is undeniable. Banks is a master at concocting disarmingly murky anthems tinged with just the right amount of melodrama, and in Muzz he leans into malaise with precision. The album's opening track, “Bad Feeling,” sets the tone with its immersive rumination and wistful melodies, while “Evergreen” meanders experimentally but never strays too far from total sonic ecstasy. Lead single “Red Western Sky” embodies the band’s allure: cinematic soundscapes give way to exhilarating buildups and mercurial, borderline cosmic harmonies. The delicate, elegantly melancholy piano on “Broken Tambourine” makes the light-hearted, jovial “Knuckleduster” the perfect follow-up. The rhythmic dexterity of “Chubby Checker” gives it an insatiable energy that resonates beyond the track’s less than three-minute length. “Summer Love” is simple in its longing, and “All Is Dead to Me” feels more resilient than its title lets on. Though Muzz has no overall theme, it conjures up softness, warmth, and a bit of mystery. The band’s biggest asset is their unpredictability, whether their songs are full of flowery euphony or somber confessions. These veteran musicians have crafted a gleaming epistle of sophisticated pop art—Muzz have raised the bar for indie rock. —Candace McDuffie
CIVIC CENTER, THE GROUND BELOW
American Dreams

civiccenter.bandcamp.com/album/the-ground-below

Local postpunk label Chicago Research quickly became a locus for bizarre, depraved sounds after launching in February 2019, in part because the people involved are longtime friends as well as like-minded musicians. Industrial surrealists Civic Center put out one of the label's first releases (a cassette called A Place for the Weak), and all three members also have other bands or projects with music on Chicago Research. Frontman Jack Brockman records mutant coldwave as Understudy; bassist Clementine Wink masterminds the psychedelic-leaning Hen of the Woods; and synth player Blake Karlson, who founded the label, makes experimental solo tracks as Lily the Fields (he's also fronted postpunk trio Product KF, though they're on hiatus). Karlson says that he and his Civic Center compatriots find it easy to write lots of material, and in their year and a half as a band they've released four cassettes and one compilation through Chicago Research. The group's vinyl debut, The Ground Below, arrives through American Dreams Recordings, a local label founded by experimental musician and Reader contributor Jordan Reyes. (In May he released a cassette of his own on Chicago Research, Broken Sleep, and he's also a member of Ono, whose new Red Summer came out via American Dreams.) Much of Civic Center's back catalog sounds the way burning plastic smells during its toxic liquefaction, but The Ground Below dials back their most aggressive inclinations. On “Fly on the Wall,” Civic Center gird Brockman's restrained, echoing vocals with minimal percussion and austere bass, demonstrating how well they can transmute their haunting affectations into dance music.

—LEOR GALIL

EL SHIROTA, TIEMPOS RAROS
Devil in the Woods

elshirota.bandcamp.com/album/tiempos-raros-2

The debut album of Mexico’s El Shirota, Tiempos Raros (“Weird Times”), resonates mightily as the world convulses from the effects of America’s racist violence in the midst of a global pandemic. Founded by lead singer and guitarist Ignacio Gomez in 2013, the band went through several lineup changes before settling on their current configuration in 2018: Gomez, guitarist Ruben Anzaldúa, bassist David Lemus, and drummer Gabriel Mendoza. El Shirota’s smart postpunk melange, with its intentional rawness and volatile edge, connects the dots between Nirvana, Weezer, and the sounds of Mexico City’s rock scene from the 90s till today. Despite the band’s classic indie influences, their sound is unpredictable and fresh; on tunes such as “El Bob Rosendo” they fracture and filter their DIY aesthetic through the prism of Mexico’s distorted, sludgy, slowed-down cumbia and the carefree rebellion of its 60s rock scene. The band’s masterful control of dynamics ensures their songs never become monotonous: on “Más de Una Vez,” growling, yelling, and overdriven guitars alternate with elegant lyricism, while “La Ciudad” trades off punk eruptions and classic-rock grooves, then ends with a cathartic explosion that slides into slinky, psychedelic guitar twang. Over the past few days, I’ve had the hazy earworm “A Donde Voy” in my head. When Gomez sings, “No sé si desperté / Oscuro amaneció / Pero entendí que ayer no estaba igual que a donde voy” (“I don’t know if I woke up / It was dark at dawn / But I understood that yesterday is not the same as where I’m going”), it reminds me that we’re living in a time of more questions than answers. —CATALINA MARIA JOHNSON

MORE INFO AT:
andersonville.org/midsommarfest
DONATE IN ADVANCE:
Venmo: @AvilleChamber
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Chicago singer, producer, and rapper Thomas DaVinci is a chameleon, able to adapt his supple voice and fluid flow to any instrumental track. On his album *Home Grown*, which he self-released in May, he applies his versatility to a broad swath of stylish sounds, including a few that wouldn’t quite fit together without him. Granted, he produced all but one of the record’s songs, and it’s hard to throw yourself a curveball, but he creates a confident through-line connecting the white-knuckle boom-bap percussion and plastic neosoul synths of “Destiny,” the melancholy harplike notes of “Toxic,” and the summery, nostalgic melody and minimal 808 beats of “Just Another Day.” Though a few of the songs sag, DaVinci’s performances never feel like filler—he delivers tough-as-nails raps with expert precision and croons with a nuanced sensuality that’ll help you stop pining for a new Frank Ocean album. —Leor Galil

**THOMAS DA VINCI, HOME GROWN**  
Self-released  
thomasdavinci.bandcamp.com/album/home-grown

Englewood MC Darrel McKinney makes music as DaWeirdo, which is a pretty obvious clue that his approach is unusual. He warps his raps with animated squeaks that leap out of his mouth a couple times per line; at his wildest, he sounds like a bristling cat clinging desperately to a shoddy roller coaster. McKinney’s vocal affectations can be unsettling, but that’s the point: he raps about systemic racism and disinvestment in Chicago’s Black communities, and his teetering flow and deliberately unstable inflections amplify the painful surrealism of facing a world that constantly tells you that you’re disposable. Last month, McKinney self-released two intertwined EPs, *Broke and Ugly* and *No Face McKinney*. The former ends with a recording of a woman speaking: “Growing up, my son had a split personality, which I didn’t believe until later. There were so many internal battles that he called himself ‘No Face McKinney.’” McKinney does justice to his pathos-laden songs with needling performances that demand listeners pay attention to every detail. —Leor Galil

**YANNIS KYRIAKIDES & ANDY MOOR, PAVILION**  
Unsound  
unsounds.bandcamp.com/album/pavilion

Cypriot composer and electronic musician Yannis Kyriakides uses polyphonic vocal arrangements, string sections, glitchy beats, and found-sound collages to articulate wordless experiences and evoke things lost or removed. English electric guitarist Andy Moor is best known for playing with the Ex, a band that has never abandoned the principles or ferocity of its punk roots, but whose music can’t be contained within any known genre. He also works in free-form settings, not just with Kyriakides but also with the likes of Ken Vandermark and John Butcher. As a duo, Kyriakides and Moor have often used broken shards of Portuguese and Greek folk songs as starting points for freewheeling improvisations, but on *Pavilion*, they’ve edited their extemporaneous playing into a set of compositions. In 2017, as part of the 57th Venice Art Biennale, they took up residence in the Studio Venezia, an oddly shaped environment in the French pavilion that contained fanciful sculptures of instruments and some high-end studio gear. They played for three days while art patrons came and went, and ultimately compiled...
nine hours of recordings—which they cut down to this album-length collection. The music they produced is much more jagged than the clean lines of the room in which they made it, but it nonetheless feels like it was sculpted to emphasize textures and shapes, instead of the melodies that define the duo’s other work. —BILL MEYER

**OWEN, THE AVALANCHE**
Polyvinyl
owenmusic.bandcamp.com/album/the-avalanche

Few indie-rock artists are more prolific than singer-songwriter Mike Kinsella, who’s been playing in Illinois bands since the late 80s, including Cap'n Jazz, Joan of Arc, and American Football. The latter band reunited in 2014 following a 14-year break and subsequently released two acclaimed albums, 2016’s *American Football* (or *LP2*) and last year’s *American Football* (*LP3*). Now the singer and multi-instrumentalist is set to release *The Avalanche* (Polyvinyl), the tenth studio album from his solo project, Owen. Produced by Bon Iver drummer and fellow musical Swiss army knife Sean Carey (who recorded Owen’s ninth LP, *The King of Whys*), the nine-song album is typical Kinsella: full of beautiful, intricate melodies, lush arrangements, and naked lyrics. Whatever the project, Kinsella pours his life into his writing, and *The Avalanche* is no exception. His lyrics on last year’s *American Football* LP were metaphorical and opaque, with allusions to heartbreak, self-medication, and a broken father-son relationship. By contrast, *The Avalanche* is straightforward about his personal issues, and frankly addresses the end of his marriage. Over the folksy acoustic melody, hushed brush strokes, and pedal steel of “Dead for Days,” Kinsella sings, “Now I’ve got friends that don’t know me / A wife that’s disowned me / You in concept only to miss / And I’ve been sober for over two weeks.” Accompanied by the light alt-country vibe of “The Contours,” he confesses, “I’m in therapy / She’s in therapy / Turns out all the answers are just questions / For next week’s sessions.” But perhaps most cutting is “Mom and Dead,” which is also the album’s most musically emotive song, with cascading guitars and a beautiful glockenspiel sequence over descending bowed cello. As the track slowly climaxes, Kinsella sings, “How can you live without me? / Who’ll pour your drinks? / Who’ll make your heart beat?” It’s often said that pain makes for great art, and *The Avalanche* is the latest proof. —SCOTT MORROW

**SWEET WHIRL, HOW MUCH WORKS**
Chapter
sweetwhirl.bandcamp.com/album/how-much-works

With all the unrest and pain in the U.S. right now, it can feel strange or wrong to listen to an album of calm, airy songs that recall sunnier days, even if those days were sometimes bittersweet. But in a way it’s just like massaging an extremely tense muscle: if you can keep leaning into the bad feeling, you’ll be rewarded with some relief. In that respect, *How Much Works*, the new album by veteran Melbourne singer-songwriter Ester Edquist, aka Sweet Whirl, feels a bit like a balm—despite the melancholy mixed into its warm, easygoing songs. Edquist plays the bulk of the instruments on the album herself (Casey Hartnett contributes guitar and Therevox synth, while Monty Hartnett adds drums), and she creates a variety of moods that recalls classic songwriters such as Carole King and Joni Mitchell, albeit with a minimalist flavor indebted to contemporary bedroom recordings and low-key shows in DIY spaces. The twists and turns can be delightful: opening track “Sweetness” combines 70s FM quirkiness with a sleek, jazzy melody, and the following song, “Weirdo,” captures a country-tinged vibe just as convincingly. The album’s most poignant track might be the wistful, atmospheric “Something I Do,” where Edquist sings about loving someone but not being willing to relinquish her autonomy for a conventional relationship; sometimes it’s necessary to break our own hearts in order to fulfill our dreams. —JAMIE LUDWIG
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Not only is 2020 the Year of Chicago Music, it’s also the 35th year for the nonprofit Arts & Business Council of Chicago (A&BC), which provides business expertise and training to creatives and their organizations citywide. To celebrate, the A&BC has launched the #ChiMusic35 campaign at ChiMusic35.com, which includes a public poll to determine the consensus 35 greatest moments in Chicago music history as well as a raffle to benefit the A&BC’s work supporting creative communities struggling with the impact of COVID-19 in the city’s disinvested neighborhoods.

Another part of the campaign is this Reader collaboration: a series spotlighting important figures in Chicago music serving as #ChiMusic35 ambassadors. This week, we hear from businessman, producer, and promoter Vince Lawrence. A key figure in the early history of Trax Records, he shares credit with high school friend Jesse Saunders for what’s widely considered the first house-music release, the 1984 classic “On and On.”

This interview was conducted by Ayana Contreras, who’s a DJ, a host and producer at WBEZ radio, and a columnist for DownBeat magazine.

Ayana Contreras: Why do you think Chicago has this history of creating artists that resonate worldwide?

Vince Lawrence: I think that Chicago being divested from the mainstream record business has created a different standard of excellence for artists that are requesting support. The record business will sign ten acts, knowing that one of them will cover the cost of all. But with a typical investor in Chicago, rather than try nine shots at the apple, they just want to get one that works.

And because of that, the bar for excellence is just astounding. Chicagoans are hardened, groomed, and polished until they’re the best that they can be.

What’s one of your favorite Chicago music moments?

There was a party that we threw at Sauer’s called Izod Fest. I want to say [the first one] was ’79 or ’80.

Our peer group had come to distinguish itself by the straight-leg Levi’s, K-Swiss, and Izod movement that took over middle class Black America in the early 80s. And we faced a dilemma of less-than-desirable factions busting up our parties with fighting and other disruption. We banded together and said, “How can we keep these bad kids out of our parties?”

We decided that our desired customer was this kid from Hyde Park who wore Izod. So we said, “Let’s throw a party that requires you wear that for admission. Or at least require that you wear that to get a discount.” And we had Farley (Farley “Funkin” Keith was his name at the time), Jesse Saunders, and a bunch of other DJs. Our party would go to three or four in the morning, and it was a pretty awesome time.

You guys were young, right? Late teens, early 20s?

Seventeen-year-old kids, renting restaurants [after hours]! We would take all of the tables and move them to one side of the room. Then we would bring in the sound system, put some police lights on top of that, and have DJs.

We’d pass out flyers all over town . . . in front of schools that we didn’t go to. We thought that we would get maybe a 5 percent return on flyers. So we’d print 10,000 flyers and hope we get a thousand kids. And we would.

That’s powerful, especially for folks so young.

It was a great time to be a young Black person trying to do something, because you could. And it seems that all of us that were involved in that are, in one aspect or another, self-employed businesspeople to this day.
A fury eats to the ground of the local music scene

**WYATT WADDELL** dropped the remarkable new single “Fight!” on Wednesday, June 3, and it vibrates with the grief, rage, and revolutionary purpose that millions of Americans have been demonstrating since the killing of George Floyd. “This song is me looking at what’s happening and what I’d tell the people protesting,” says the local singer-songwriter and multi-instrumentalist. Waddeall recorded the track—with its pumping funk instrumentation and a roof-raising choir of his multitracked vocals—a lone in a single day. “I hope that it can be an anthem for my people,” he adds. “Fight!” is a pay-what-you-want Bandcamp download, and he’s pledged to pass all donations along to the Chicago Community Bond Fund, Black Lives Matter Chicago, and the Greater Chicago Food Depository. He’ll also stream a set as part of the first virtual Do Division Street Fest on Friday, June 26.

Chicago rapper **Femdot** launched the nonprofit Delacreme Scholars in 2018 to help Black and Brown college students; this past semester, it gave $9,000 to Illinois and Indiana students scholarships and clothes. Last week, after CPS briefly suspended its food-delivery program, Delacreme Scholars began food-distribution efforts serving the west and south sides. Those in need can e-mail delacremescholars@gmail.com; you can use that address to donate via Zelle or QuickPay (or use @delacremescholars on Cash App).

On Friday, Chicago polymath **Nnamdi** self-released the EP Black Plight through Bandcamp. Snaggletooth guitars, rambling bass, and athletic drumming tangle in its freewheeling protest songs—the seething “Rage” conveys the anger and anxiety he feels seeing police kill people who look like him. Black Plight sold so well on “Bandcamp day” that Nnamdi made more than $10,000; he’s giving $4,000 to Assata’s Daughters and to EAT Chicago and directing the rest to Chicagoans who need help with food or housing—J.R. Nelson and Leor Galil

**NEW**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Andersonville at Home featuring Mol Senese, Molehill, Oh Yeah, Lynne Jordan &amp; the Shivers, and more! 6/12, 6 PM, livestream at facebook.com/andersonville Marker</th>
<th>Jimport Food fest 6/20, 7 PM, livestream at margaritaville.tv/live</th>
<th>Corey Dennis Band, Michael Wheeler Band 7/1, 7:30 PM, Kingston Mines Diamondback 7/7, 9:30 PM, Carol’s Pub</th>
<th>Djent Fest featuring Tanzen, Frequencies, Peithorum, Immortalis, Speaking With Ghosts, Dead/Awake, Hive 8/18/21, 6 PM, Beat Kitchen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Do Division Virtual Street Fest night one featuring Ohmme, Fran, We Were Promised Jetpacks (solo), Wyatt Waddeall 6/26, 5:15 PM, livestream at westtownchamber.org/virtual-events | Do Division Virtual Street Fest night two featuring Pedro the Lion (solo), Ratboys, San Morimoto, Heliosigns 6/27, 5:35 PM, livestream at westtownchamber.org/virtual-events | The Interview Show hosted by Mark Bazer featuring music and more! 6/16, 7 PM, livestream at hideoutchicago.online |}

**CHICAGO SHOWS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT IN THE WEEKS TO COME**

| Lynne Jordan & the Shivers @ COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

---

**EARLY WARNINGS**

**NEVER MISS A SHOW AGAIN. SIGN UP FOR THE NEWSLETTER AT CHICAGOREADER.COM/EARLY**

**UPCOMING**

**Buti 10/16, 10 PM, Smart Bar**

**Aziizi Gibson 12/13, 7 PM, Subterranean**

**King Gizzard & the Lizard Wizard 10/29, 7 PM, Radius Chicago**

**Gregory Porter, Ledisi 7/21/21, 7 PM, Chicago Theatre**

**Squarepusher 7/13, 7 PM, Metro, 18+**
Savage Love

On lurking and sex buddies during a pandemic

Answers to quickies in quarantine

By Dan Savage

Q: Is it a red flag or sign of deeper attachment or commitment issues if your long-term partner never tells you he loves you?

A: I’ve heard people describe relationships that were three months old as “LTRs.” Assuming you’re not one of those people—assuming you’ve been with this guy for more than a year—and you’ve already said “I love you” to him and he hasn’t said it back, well, that’s a bad sign. But I wouldn’t describe it as a red flag. Early warning signs for physical or emotional abuse are red flags; not hearing “I love you” from someone you’d like to hear that from does suck, but it’s not a sign that you’re in danger. It’s also not proof your partner has attachment or commitment issues; he just might not be interested in attaching or committing to you. But whatever the case might be, if you’re unhappy being with someone who can’t bring himself to say “I love you” then you shouldn’t be with that person.

Q: Is there a safe way to date/be slutty now? Will there ever be again? I’m poly but live alone so I haven’t had sex in 12 weeks. HELP!

A: While health officials in most places are urging all to only have sex with people who live with—mom and dad excepted—over in the Netherlands health officials are advising single and horny Dutch people to find “sex buddies.” One sex buddy per person, someone you can meet up with for sex, ideally someone who isn’t interacting with too many other people. If you can find someone you trust—and if you are someone who can be trusted—you could go Dutch.

Q: My fiancé has an ex-girlfriend who just can’t let it go. He’s blocked her on social media but his mother still follows his ex and is friends with her and they interact at least monthly. Likes, comments, etc. Can I address the issue with his mom or is that just somewhere you don’t go?

A: Why are you monitoring your fiancé’s ex-girlfriend’s social media? I mean, if you weren’t lurking on her Instagram, you wouldn’t know your future MIL is liking and commenting on her photos. Your fiancé’s mom is an adult and she can follow anyone she likes on Instagram. And if you don’t want her to think you’re the toxic one, you won’t address this with her. Be the change you wanna see in your fiancé’s ex: let it go.

Q: I’ve always wanted to know more about your history with circumcision.

A: My history with circumcision isn’t that interesting: I was present at one circumcision (my own), I’ve never performed a circumcision (that I recall), and I’ve encountered both circumcised and uncircumcised dicks in the wild (enjoyed them all).

Q: My partner wants me (F) to peg him! Hooray! Any advice? He is very hot! Does this happen? How often? Do boys look at each other’s dicks growing up?

A: The circumcision rate among newborn boys has been falling for decades and now only a little more than half of all boys are circumcised at birth. So even if boys were comparing their dicks in locker rooms—and they’re not—your son won’t be alone. And for the record: the American Academy of Pediatrics doesn’t recommend the procedure and the supposed health benefits—a lower risk for urinary tract infections and a lower risk for some sexually transmitted infections—aren’t a convincing argument in favor of the routine circumcision of male infants. And while the complication rate is low (1.5 percent), those complications can range from easily treatable infections to “amputation of the glans,” “necrosis of the penis,” and “death.”

Q: My wife and I are lesbians of lube! Plenty of lube! Take it slow! Film it for HUMP!

A: He should douche! Plenty of lube! Take it slow! Film it for HUMP!

Q: I’m a bisexual male in
California. When is the right time to tell someone I just started dating that I’m bisexual? And how?

A: Mention your bisexuality on dating apps—which is where most couples meet these days—and you won’t have to tell someone you’re bisexual after you’ve started dating them. If you meet someone the old-fashioned way (school, work, through friends), tell ’em right away. It’s nothing you should be ashamed of or have to roll out carefully. And being with someone who can’t embrace and celebrate your sexuality is bad for your mental health; the more out you are about being bi, the lower your odds of winding up with someone who has a problem with it. It ups your odds of winding up with someone who fetishizes your bisexuality, of course, but if you had to choose between a partner who disapproves (and polices) and a partner who drools (and wants to watch), you’re gonna be way better off with the droolers.

Q: Cis poly woman here. My quarantine sexpod contains me and my two male partners. We’ll call them A and B. My partner B has another female partner that we’ll call C. Since we’re already “connected” anyway, that we’ll call C. Since we’re both monogamish—and being A and C while B is out there fucking C won’t protect you and A from whatever B might bring home from C.

Q: Gay Black male from NYC here. Two months ago I lost my partner of 17 years to COVID-19. I have a pretty strong support system but it’s really hitting me hard right now because my partner was very politically active and supportive of the struggles of Black and Brown people. I’ve been in therapy but any suggestions or resources for how to deal with such a loss in the midst of all this chaos?

A: I’m so sorry for your loss—and I apologize for not spotting your question during the show. I’m glad you have a strong support system and that you’re working with a therapist. If you need more support, your therapist should be able to refer you to an online grief support group. And I’ll just add . . . grief isn’t something we “deal with” and then we’re done. It’s something we carry with us. And in my experience, time doesn’t lighten the load. Still, the longer we walk with it, the stronger we get, and the lighter it feels. My heart goes out to you.

Q: Longtime listener and magnum subscriber! We will keep this short: We are in a happy monogamish marriage and have heard one is not supposed to share toys under any circumstances. What are your thoughts on this?

A: One shouldn’t share a toy one hasn’t cleaned—and one should make sure one’s toys aren’t made of porous materials that are hard or impossible to clean. But if one has, say, a silicone toy that can be run through a dishwasher, well, one can share that toy. A fluid-bonded couple can safely share toys during sex, of course, so long as toys aren’t going from assholes to vaginas between cleanings. You also shouldn’t put a dildo in your spouse and then turn and stick it in your very special guest star. But if you obey those simple rules—clean toys, no ass-to-vag, no used toys in thirds or toys used by thirds in primaries—it’s safe to share your toys.

Q: I’m a 25-year-old lesbian trans woman in Chicago. I had a long video chat two weeks ago with a woman I met at the Chicago Age Players Convention—think International Mr. Leather but for Adult Babies/Diaper Lovers—and we really hit it off. It felt like we were about to pull a U-Haul despite being in quarantine. We even discussed a visit. But since then I haven’t heard from her. I’ve tried texting and calling. My question is what should I do? How can we reconnect?

A: You can’t reconnect if she isn’t interested in reconnecting. I know that sucks, but you’ve already done everything you can—you texted, you called. She knows you’re still interested and you have to accept that you’ll hear only if she wants to reconnect. Hopefully nothing’s wrong and she’s safe. I don’t think ghosting is ever nice but a lot of people are struggling right now and some people who wouldn’t normally ghost are ghosting. If she offers you an apology when she reaches out to you again—if she reaches out to you again—don’t hold the ghosting against her. If you never hear from her again, well, then she wasn’t who you hoped she was. 

Send letters to mail@savagelove.net. Download the Savage Lovecast at savagelovecast.com. 
@fakedansavage
The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign seeks an Associate Director/Manager of Business Development and Marketing to design, implement, and evaluate marketing strategies and programs that support and advance the organization’s mission, vision, and values. The successful candidate will be responsible for developing, implementing, and monitoring marketing initiatives that increase exposure and engagement with stakeholders and potential customers. This is a full-time position (1.0 FTE) with an appointment and salary commensurate with qualifications. The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Minorities, women, veterans, and people with disabilities are encouraged to apply.

Assistant Technology Specialist to assist department with research, development, m aintenance & education regarding assistive technology. Conduct presentations & demonstrations to clients w/ disabilities on topics such as maintenance & repair of assistive technology equipment, accessible access methods, assistive technology policies, costs, & options of assistive technology devices available to maximize independence. Assess the abilities of the home, school, or work environment to identify the most appropriate equipment options to overcome barriers to their independence goals, specifically with computer access technology. Evaluate for the most appropriate combination of assistive technology. Maintain knowledge of computers, adaptive devices, Wheelchair, tablets, smartphones, and solutions w/in the school, home, or work environments. Develop custom devices or design & modify standard equipment, obtain prior approval from appropriate fund source for equipment purchase. Telephone to follow-up on any necessary follow-up services. Regular travel to serve home, school, or work locations. Travel to conferences & professional development workshops related to work locations. Perform back-up duties for another specialist as assigned by the director of Utilities and Energy Services division of the University Facilities and Services Division of the university.

The Department of Historic Preservation seeks a specialist to assist in the development and implementation of the University’s historic preservation and stewardship program. The specialist will coordinate and manage the preservation program, including research, documentation, public education, and outreach. The specialist will also conduct historic analysis and assessment of University properties to identify areas for preservation. The specialist will develop and implement preservation plans and strategies for University properties. The specialist will also organize and lead preservation-related projects and initiatives, including historic district nomination and preservation planning. The specialist will serve as a resource to University stakeholders and the public on historic preservation topics. The specialist will work closely with the University’s historic preservation team and other university stakeholders to ensure the effective implementation of the University’s historic preservation program. The specialist will provide support to the University’s historic preservation team in the development of preservation policies and guidelines. The specialist will also provide support to the University’s historic preservation team in the development of preservation plans and strategies for University properties. The specialist will serve as a resource to University stakeholders and the public on historic preservation topics. The specialist will work closely with the University’s historic preservation team and other university stakeholders to ensure the effective implementation of the University’s historic preservation program. The specialist will provide support to the University’s historic preservation team in the development of preservation policies and guidelines. The specialist will also provide support to the University’s historic preservation team in the development of preservation plans and strategies for University properties. The specialist will serve as a resource to University stakeholders and the public on historic preservation topics. The specialist will work closely with the University’s historic preservation team and other university stakeholders to ensure the effective implementation of the University’s historic preservation program. The specialist will provide support to the University’s historic preservation team in the development of preservation policies and guidelines.
The Chicago Reader, like so many food and beverage professionals, is facing a devastating blow to our finances during this COVID-19 crisis. In response, we teamed up with the city’s best chefs and bartenders to give you their stay-at-home staples. Fifteen percent of the profits will go to the Comp Tab Relief Fund, a project created to provide financial assistance to any and all service workers who need it.